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INTRODQ9TI ON . 

The Religious Mystery Drama in English is composed 

mainly of the four great cycles of Mystery Plays , (a) supple

mented by a few isolated plays and fragmentary pieces from 

lost cycles (b), with some traces of it among the Interludes . 

Of these Mystery Cycles, the Chester collection appears 

to have been most widely reported , but the Chester Plays them

selves are least truly known . The interest of such a subject 

then , in the revelation of greater wealth of unworked material 

surrounding this smallest of the four cycles then that around 

any of the greater re 1ning three r is v~ry greatly increased. 

The material of the plays is, as found assembled on p . 407 App. W 

of Mr . Chamber's "Mediaeval Stage"vol II, the following: 

MANU SOH! PTS. 

(I) Hg. 1475-l500. Eengrort Ms . 229, in the library of Mr . Wynne 

of Peniarth, containing Play XXIV (Antichrist) only . Probably 

a prompter's copy, as some one has 'doubled it up and carried 

it about in his pocket, used it with hot hands, and faded its 

ink . t 

(a) 

(b) 

York Cycle, 
Towneley 
Coventry 
Chester 

edited by Kiss Lucy T.Sm1th 1885. 
" n A. i.Pollard & Geo.England 
" .. James O.Halliwell 1841-

( " "Thoa.r.right 1843-7. 
( .. II De· ling 1892 (13 plays) 

aterhouee: "lion-cycle ystery Play • II 
DigbYJ LincolnJ Beverley and Cornish, etc. 

1897. 



( I I) D • 1591. Devonshire Ms., in the library of the Duke 

of Devonshire (a), written by 'Edward Gregorie, a scholar of 

Bunburr· ' 

(III) .1592. Brit. Mus. Addl. Ms.IO,305. Signed at the end 

of each play 'George Bellin.' 

(IV) L.1600. Brit. Mus. Harl. Ms.2013, also signed after 

some of the plays by 'Gerge Bellin' or 'Billinges! A verse 

proclamation or 'banes' is prefixed, and on a separate leaf or 

copy of the prose proclamation made by the clerk of the pentice 

in 1544 with a note, in another hand. 

(v) B.1604. Bodl. Ms.175, written by 'Gulielmus Bedford" , 

with an incomplete copy of the 'banes.' 

(VI) H.1607. Brit. Mus. Harl . Ms.2l24, in two hands, the 

second being that of 'Jacobus Miller'. An historical note, dated 

1628, is on the cover. 

(VII) M.Ue. in Manchester Free Library, containing fragment of 

Play XIX (Resurrection) only. 

I The Mss.D, , L, B are derived from a common source, best repre-

sented by B. Ms. H varies a good deal from this gTOUp, and is the 

better text (B). Ms. Hg is probably related to H. ~ 

(a) Vrithin the past two years this Ms .v.as purchased by an 
AmericanJ Mr. H. HuntingtonJ and is now in one of hie 
Eastern libraries. 

(b) Hemingway agrees with all but the last stateu.entJ for 
he proves D to be the best Ms. and nearest to the ori
ginal. "English Nativity PlaysJ n 1909. p. IV-VI. 

\ 



The entire collection of historical documents, preserved 

in the Muniment Room of the Corporation of City of Chester, and 

amounting to 200,000 separate writings (a), comprises many manu

scripts valuable to the Ch etel' Plays 1--1'oblen,sj mere gleanings from 

these to to make up Morris's book, "Chesterin Plantagenet and Tudor 

Reigns." Ormerod, "History of county Palatinate and Cheshire" are 

based mainly on these, as are also the manuscripts of Archdeacon 

Rogers, particularly the two "Breauaryes of Chester," a great part 

of which furnishes us information about the kind and method of 

dramatic production at Chest~r, quoted extensively by Mr .F.J. 

Furnivall "Di gby Play", Appendix to Forewords. 

Editions of the Play Mss . printed are:

(1) 1818. Plays III, X (Noah, Innocents) and Banes; 

J. H. Markland, for Roxburghe Club (No.ll). 

(2) 1836. Play XXIV. 'Antichrist) ; J. P. Collier, 'Five Miracle 

Plays.' !J{r.Wright says this is from s.(b) D~ 

(3) 1838. Plays 111, XXIV (Noah, Antichrist); W. Marriott, 

English miracle Plays. 

(4) 1843-7, 1853. Cycle; Thomas right, from ,Ms . , for 

Shakespeare Society. {lith collation of h (c)J 

(5) 1883. Part of Play XIX (Resurrection), from Ms . li, in 

Manchester Guardian, for May 19, 1983. 

(6) 1890. Plays III, part of IV (Noah, Isaac); Pollard, 8 . 

(a) Morris "Po t T. B." Preface. 

(b) "Chester Plays" Introduction P.XXI . 

(c) Ibid - pXX. 
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(7)1893. Cycle (vol.I with Introduction, Banes and Plays I-XIII 

only issued by 1902); H.Demiling, from Ms . H. (with collation), 

for E. E. T. S. (Extra Series, 1 XII). 

(8) 1897. Plays V, XXIV (Prophetae, Antichrist); 

Manly, I, 66,170 , from (7) and Ms. Hg respectively. 

[ F. J. Furnivall , "Digby Plays", XX, prints eighteen additional 

lines to the Banns as given by Deimling from Mss. h, B. These are 

from a copy in Rogers's "Breviary of Chester," Harl. Ms .1944. A dis

tinct and earlier (pre-Reformation) Banns is printed by Morris,307, 

from Harl . Ms. 2150 (cited in error (a) as 2050), which is a copy 

of the White Book of the Pentice belonging to the City of Chester.:l(b). 

Since the publication of this list Mr . Hemingway has printed 

in his "English Nativity Plays. 

(I) 1909. Plays VI, VIr (Salutation and Nativity, Play of Shepherds); 

from Ms .D. 

Among the most vital problems connected with the Chester 

group, are the Traditions of authorship, origin, aRQ pela~i~fte~1, ~e 

An attempt which is here to be made, to throw light 

upon these requires a review of all opinions and evidence so far as 

available ; and an examination of the plays themselves with a view 

to determining if possible the date of cycle-formation, probable 

original cycle, and process of construction which has left us the 

group as it now exists. Unquestionable a knowledge of sources must 

be had to render final answers to these problems, but such a know

ledge could be acquired only by examination of original manuscript 

sources and authorities and very little of value can be done without 

such an examination. 

(a) Morrie: "P. ~ T.R." p.307. He quotes 2 ss.Harl.2050,261. 

(b) Chambers:"Mediaeval stage" II P.407-8. 
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This being i mpossible for the present , it remains to settle dis

puted theories in the best possible way by means of available 

material exclusive of unpublished documents . Specifically then 

this investigation means to establish with as great a degree of 

certainty as is possible (omitting study of sources, of compara

tive values of Ms . texts, and of original records at first hand) 

the author and temporal origin of the Che ter Cycle, ~~ e ~81a*i8B

Ql1t~ i$- FMRQQ W;tQter1 H, its probable first list of plays and the 

process whi ch has brought it to its present form , together with one 

or two questions growing out of particular parts of the cycle, 

particularly the relation between the Brome Abraham and Isaac Ms , 

and the parallel play in the Chester group . 

I a-Author , b-Date of Orig1n . aR~ e FF o ~81aiieBiQip . 

A Traditions of Authorship _ 

The external evidence, with regard to various men assigned as 

authors of the Chester Plays, has been assembled carefully and set 

forth in full by Mr. Chambers (1903) (a), and a summary of it given 

by Mr . Hemingway (1909) (b) together with a few additional proofs 

of the same theory by an investigation of sources of the Nativity 

k2!.. the Cycle Iportioij) (c) . Nevertheless , to make the discussion 

here quite clear a general revie of the points under question is 

necessary. The Banes (an announcement of the plays proclaimed 

just before their performance) prefixed to Harl . Ms . a013, open u 

at once the path to be pursued. 

(a)" Mad. Stage" II P-348-56. 

(b) Introd. "English Nativity Playe" P.XX. 

(c) Morrio has no opinion touching author of the play • 
He quotes Ormerod ith strictest neutrality and goes 
no farther than the statement I "Earliest date accepted 
by recent critice end of 14th Cent . " P.315 . 
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"By this messauge understande you shall 
That some tymes there was mayor of this citie 
Sir John Arnway~ knighte~ who moste worthily 
Contented hymselfe to sett out in playe 
The devise of one Done Rondall, moonke of Chester Abbey." (a) 

This is included in Mr.Hemingway's list (b) obtained from "the 

Mediaeval Stage" (c), - 'four sixteenth - and five seventeenth -

century manuscripts of proclamations and bans, besides manuscripts 

Hand h of the plays, containing notes on the date and authorship 

of the Chester plays. From these notes we learn (d) that the plays 

ereritten by Don Randle or Rondall (later manuscripts add the 

name Higden or Heggenet), that Sir John Arneway was mayor of Chester 

when the plays were given, that Clement was pope, and that Sir Henry 

Francis obtained from the pope a thousand days' pardon for all those 

who attended the plays. Chambers has identified all these persons. 

Higden was a monk at St . Werburghs (e) from 1299-1364; Sir Henry 

Francis is mentioned in 1377, and again in 1382, as senior monk of 

Chester; Clement VI was pope from 1342-1352. For a long time the 

chief argument against the credi bili ty of this evidence was the men

tion in all the manuscripts of Sir John Arneway as mayor, for Sir 

John was mayor before either Higden or Francis was born . Mr . chambers 

however has discovered that in Higden's time 1327-8 there was a mayor 

with a similar name, Richard Erneis or Herneys,and he suggests that 

(a) Wright "Chaster Plays" p.l. lines 3-7. 
(B) IntroductionJ "English Nativity Playa." p .XX) XXI. 
(c) p.348-56. 
(d) Hemingway continues. 
(e) Dictionary of llat iond Biography vol. XXVI p. 365 "Ranulf Higden) 

chroniclerJ was a Benedictine monk at St.Werburgh's, Chester. Beyond this 
nothing is knovn of his personal historyJ except that he was born in the 
west of England and took monastic vo s at Chester in 1299. He died Karch 
12)1363-4. His name is variously given as Higden, Hyden) Hygden,Hikeden, 
etc.) and his christian name as Ranulphus, Radulphus, Ranulf) Ralph or Randa; 
the first is his own spelling. Higden has been identified with the Randle 
Higgenet who has been alleged to be the author of the well-known Chester plays, 
but there is no trustworthy evidence as to the name of their aut hor) and hie 
identific~tion ith Higeen is out of the question ( arton)"History of English 
Poetry",II 224Jed.Hazli~t). Higden's fame rests on his 'Polychronicon l • 

This is a universal hiotory down to his own times) etc. n \ 
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it 1 poss1bl that th1 man ' n e bec e oonfused 1th that of hi 

more f oua pr deoe or, ' the -Diak hittin ton 8 of t~ city, John 

' Arn'eway ar Hernwey. t ven the eonolu ione are , neverthele s , not 

absolute for many tag ends are till left fly1ng. Taking up t n 

1 di idually the n es about oh the tr dition oling, a r vi 

n turally begin with Sir John Arneway th m yor e 

John Arne a1 tradition . 

The old at acoount of these plays now kno is found i n 

prool ation given in full by R. Morris (1) Ormerod, .right (.) , 

Furnivall and C bers . In smuch as it give the great bul of tr dl -

tiona.l material under disoussion it may be uoted a in :-

'Prool a010n of Pl 11 (3) (to be ade on Satreday aft r 

leotion) (4), ne ly of Latin into nglishe tranelat_d , and by 

1Q . Newhall olar e of e tioe hi fir te ye r of hi entre . 

or as moohe a of old tyme , not only for th Au ent oon 

nd inor a of (th holy and 0 tholick) faith of our S vyour, Jhu ' 

Cr!~, nd to xort the ynd of the 00 ' on eople to ( ood devotion 

and hol om ) doctr thereof , but 1 0 for th oo t n e tb 

pros eritie of thi Citi ( nd d 01 r tion) and diver e storie. 

of tne bibl , begynnyng with the ereaoon nd fall of Luoifer, ~.d 

(en~in ith the general) ju ent of h~ orld to be d olared d 

pla.i d in the itson wek, a.s dev11ed de by one Sir ) H nry 

Fraunoes, 80 et e on of th1 di eol d on tery, who obt yned nd 

(1) Fro a docUII nt e dat '24 Hen . VIII,1331' - tho 19b 
aa Ch ere obseM'ed 24 H 'hf.3 18 1 32- 3, b t do not 
where he found it . 
(:) right quote fro copy of it on cover 0 H. 2013 . 
Chambers from Morri. and Furnivall from the Logere Brev~ary . 
(3) R. 2 13 and r . have 1tson P1 yes. 
(4) Th1s phra.e found only or~i • • 
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gate of Clement, then beyng (bushop of Rome, a thousand) daies of 

pardon, and of the Busshop of Chester at that time beyng XPti 

daies of pardon graunted from thens-forth to every person resortyng 

in pecible maner with good devocon to here and se the sayd (plaies) 

from tyme to tyme as oft as they shalbe plaied within this Citie 
(Stalics) 
~nd that every person disturbing the same plaies in any manner wise 

to be accursed by thanctoritie of the said Pope Clement bulls unto 

such tyme as he or they be absclved therof (erased] ], which plaies 

were devised to the bonour of God by John Arneway, then maire of 

this Citie of Chester, and his brethren, and holl cominalty therof 

to be brought forthe, declared and plead at the cost and charges of 

the craftsmen and occupacons of the said Citie, whiche hitherunto 

have frome tyme to tyme used and performed the same accordingly. 

Wherfore Maister Maire, in the Kynges name, straitly 

chargeth and co'mandeth that every person and persons of what estate, 

degre or condicion soever he or they be, resortyng to the said plaies 

do use (themselves) pecible without makyng eny assault, affrey, or 

other disturbance whereby the same plaies shalbe disturbed, and that 

no maner person or persons who soever he or they be do use or weare 

eny unlaufull wepons within the precynct of the said Citie duryng 
(Italic "" ) 

the tyme of the said plaies (got only upon payn of cursyng by thanc-

toritie of the said Pope Clement Bulls, but also(erased)~ on payn 

of emprisonment of their bodies and makyng fyne to the Kyng at Maister 

Maires pleasure . And God save the Kyng and Mr . aire, etc.' (a) . 

Ca) This is from ~~rris r. :17-B and 
Chambers p.349. 

-8-
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This and all other statements of the various traditions agree on 

just one point, namely, that John Arneway was mayor when "these 

plaies were plaied," which fact does not agree with any of the 

remaining details. Then if this is true, (and the historian 

Ormerod verifies R.Morris' list of mayors which Mr. Chambers ac

cepts), the other details must be made to agree with it. For the 

present I assume it to be the truth, and will proceed to the 

synthesis of proof - that is, I accept the historical fact of 

Arneway's mayorality 1268-77, and shall endeavor to prove"the 

playes were first begon truly" in that period. 

2. Henry Fraunces' part in the tradition. 

In the above quoted Proclamation, Henry Fraunces has 

both roles - the obtaining of the "thousand daies of pardon" and 

the writing of the plays - assigned to him. In the copy of this 

made for Randle Holme (1544-7) out of the hite Book of the Pentice 

(~, Fraunces is omitted, but evidently the content was changed or 

omitted in copying •. Either Henry Fraunces has been misdated or he 

has a double, for Morris specifically states (b) that Archdeacon 

Rogers in a manuscript of 1590 A.D., referring to the traditional 

account "attributes the composition of the plays to Randall Higden, 

monk in St.Werburgh and author of Polychronicon, or to Henry Frances 

monk of the same abbey 1268-76". (This in itself is none too defi-

nite. "Both", Morris adds, "are disputed, the earliest date accepted 

by recent critics is the end of the fourteenth century. In support 

(a) Har1 • • s. 2150 according to Chambers. 
orris used the W.R. of Prentice and the 

'bannes' Harl 2150 without stating source. 

(b) "Chester in P1antagenet and Tudor Re igns." 
P. '315. 

-9-
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of the tradition (a) Ormerod (b) points out Henry Fraunces (who is 

said to have obtained of Pope Clement license for showing the 

Chester Mysteries) as senior monk in an agreenlent May 5, 1377 etc. 

Also in 1382. Ormerod contends these added to statements made about 

the part of John Arneway go far to establishing the entire story 

attributing high antiquity to these performances." Obviously 

Ormerod's support is not strong, for he has confused either the 

thirteenth century with the years numbered 13--, or this Rogersl 

Henry Frances with the Sir Henry Fraunces who flourished, accord

ing to Mr.Chambers' statistics (and Ormerod's own) at least between 

1377-1382. This discrepancy of time evidently escaped Morris also, 

and his citation tends to disqualify rather than to establish 

Rogers' statement. Another thing which works the same way is the 

fact that the statement in question - concerning the dates of H. 

Frances - is quoted only in Morris' book, tho his several other 

manuscripts dealing with the Chester Plays are quoted idely by 

Ormerod, Chambers, Furnivall, et ale There may be a manuscript 

of Rogers on this subject not seen by any of the investigators but 

Morris (c), and inasmuch as the rest of Rogersl manuscripts were 

at least conSidered, this particular item of his must not be arbi

trarily dropped for lack of an equally wide spread acceptance with 

these. Both Rogers and Morris are to be accepted as having pre

sented only what was essential in their minds to the subject of the 

Chester plays because in both cases references to this matter have 

(a) Morrie continues. 
(b) ·History of Cheshire" III p .443. 
(c) He has carelessly left out specific references 

in some of his most vital points. 

-10-
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been almost wholly incidental (a). The only other document ~ note 

written in 1628 on the cover of Ms.H. (b)]k mentioning H.Fraunces 

outright as connected with the Chester plays gives him the part of 

obtaining the '1000 daies.' Thus Henry Frances is the one tradition 

pOints out as either author of the plays, or mediator for them with 

the Pope (c). Ormerod has fixed the dates by monastic agreements 

of one Henry Fraunces, which were accepted by Chambers and Hemingway. 

Then one, monk of Chester Abbey at least between 1377-1382, was a 

real person named Henry Fraunces, while the barest possibility exists 

of there having been another monk of the same place and same name 

between 1268-1276. 

As to the relation of either with the '1000 daies' and 

Clement the Pope; Chambers decided that Clement must be pope sixth 

of that name to make his dates agree with those of H.Fraunces. An 

objection to this conclusion arises when it is found that Clement VI 

(d) had nothing to do with the "1000 dayes" said to have been granted 

by him. Investigation reveals that Clement V did have something 

very active to do concerning them, for in 1311 at the Council of 

Vienne he had the papal bull confirmed, which was originally issued 

by Pope Urban IV - 1264. This bull called "Transiturus" established 

the feast of Corpus Christi, outlined its nature and offices, and 

offered indulgences to thos present at said Corpus Christi festival 

in the following clauses: 

(a) What a tremendouB masterpiece either one might have mad" 
ith all material to hand l had he been interested in the Plays. 

(b) Rogers did not put any stock in this note. Furnivall makes 
no comment on this or any other point of tradition or Mes . 

(c) Rogers 1590 Ms . 1 of 2 possible authors. tlev/hall 
Proclamation has him both. 
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"Nos enim Christi fideles ad colendum tantum festum et celebrandum 

donis volentes spiritualibXus animare, omnibus vere poenitentibus 

et confessis, qui matutinali officio festi eiusdem in ecclesia, in 

qua idem celebrabitur, inter fuerint, centum; qui vero missal, toti

dem; qui autem in primis ipsios festi versperis interfuerint, similiter 

centum, qui vero in secundis, totidem; illis vero, qui primal, tertial, 

sextae, nonae ac completorii officiis interfuerint, pro qualibet 

horarum ipsarum, quadra nta; il11s antem, qui 'per octavas illius 

festi matut inalibus, vespertinis, Missae ac praedictarum horarum 

officiis interfuerint, centum dies, singulis actavarum suarum diebus, 

in omnipotentis Dei misericordia ac beatorum apostoborum eius Petri 

et Pauli Autoritate confisi, de injunctis sibi poenitentiis relaxa-

mus (a)." The sum of indulgences for the Corpus Christi Day alone 

would, according to this, amount to 460 days. If, in addition to 

that, one attended matins, vespers, and mass , together with the 

canonical hours on any other day of the Corpus Christi octave, a 

hundred days for each day was granted. This fact explains the 

entry of -a 1000 days' pardon - in SOnte books and proclamations, 

this being, in a round sum, the total of the indulgences granted. 

This may also be sufficient to explain the Chester record of 1544, 

in which we are told that 'Henry Fraunces - obtayned and gate of 

Clement -- a thousande dayes of pardon etc .! (£hambers II 344 (,btl 

(Ie) • 
(a) Quoted from Binterirun. "D3n erdigkeiten" 1::y Mr . Kretzmann.l 

in his article "Corpus Christie Festival and its doctrine" pub1iEhed by 
Lutheran Synod of Missouri, Ohio and other states in "Theological QuarteJ:. 
1y" for April 1915. 

(b) This is an oversight it is p.348. 
(c) r. P.E. Kretzmann. Theological Quarterly.CaF. "' nd its Doc. 
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This is unassailable proof that the 1000 days of pardon 

(which meant escape from the tortures of Hell during that space of 

time), went with the Corpus Christi festival and procession entire, 

and were never (a) from the papal point of view meant to be connected 

with the more secular cyclical productions. Association of the 

very similar pageant-natured materials as well as proximity of the 

two holidays, Whitsunday and corpus Christi Day, - indeed frequently 

in the 15th century the plays were given in celebration of the latter 

day itself (b) - these two facts alone are responsible for the 

switching over of the 1000 days from Corpus Christi to hitsuntide 

plays in later tradition. Moreover it is to be observed that these 

selfsame 1000 days were granted freely, in fact voluntarily offered, 

and ev~ projected upon the Catholic universe thrice in the shape of 

Papal Law. Then why the story that Henry Fraunces was "Thrise at 

Rome before he could obtain of Clement 1000 days of pardon for those 
,I 

who attended the plays? There seems to be no basis for nor sense in 

this fragment of the Chester tradition, except that the 1000 days 

themselves survive as concrete paper and ink facts. 

The festival of Corpus Christi was established in England 

after its appearance on the continent, but that earlier than has long 

been supposed. The Catholic Encyclopaedia asserts this ~ebration 

came over to England between 1320-25 (c). I again quote Mr.Kretzmann 

in regard to Great Britain, Spencer, in his "Corpus Christi Pagents 

in England", says: "Of the growth and spread of the Corpus Christi 

(a) Martin V and Eugene IV both later issued indulgences 
for the Corpus Christi Procession. See vol-IV Cath. Encyclo. 

(b) Chambers II p.S53. He thinks the plays were originally 
Corpus Christi and later Whitson plays. 

(c) Vol. IV p.39l. 

~3-
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feast on the continent and in England le have very little authentic 

i nf orma t ion. It is not even known where the procession was first 

introduced into England, though Thomas Sprott, in his 'Chronicles', 

records that the festival was a confirmed institution by the year 

1318."' This is superseded by more recent writers. Mr . Kretzmann 

cites farther from dated documents found in Historical Manuscripts 

Commission '8th Report, vol. VII under heading 'Deanand Chapter of 

Canterbury' (a), and in the'Chronicles and Memorials of Great Britain 

and Ireland During the Middle Ages' (b), to prove that "the festival 

of Corpus Christi had been discussed even before 1318, and was cele-

brated in 1317 at least at Canterbury, which makes it likely that it 

was held also at other places, and from 1318 on it was generally ~e

brated throughout England." (c). 

This particular festival was the annual occasion in cele

bration of which the York (d), Towneley (e) and Coventry (f) cycle 

plays were performed, and the Chester plays too a hitsun or Pre

Corpus Christi cycle, were frequently exhibited on Corpus Christi Day. 

In each of the first three cases the group of pageants as called 'ye 

Corpus Christi Playe'. Mr .Chambers thinks the Chester also was a 

Corpus Christi cycle, but against this I contend that of all the 

references to the Chester plays four only have I found that imply such 

a state of affairs, of these only one being at all significant. Three 

of these references are craft charters. (g). 

(a) P.321. 
(b) Vol. I "Hi toria Monasterii Sancti Pet ri Gloucestrial" p .44. 
(c) Kretzmann liD 
(d) "York Plays" Introd.by Miss Lucy T. Slr.ith, 1885. 
(e) A.W.Pollard - Introd. to Geo . Englands "Towneley Plays" 1897. 
(f) Jas. ·O.Halliwell 1841"Ludus Covent rial. " 
(g) Found in forris r.316 and quoted in Chambers p.353. 
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1. Earliest allusion \nth dSe to the Plays is in the 

Bakers' Charter 1461-2 (2 Ed . IV.) - "there hath bene tyme out of 

mind a companye of bakers - and to be redy to pay for costes and 

expences of play and light of Corpus Christi as oft tymes as it 

shall be asses set by same ste\fards for tyroe being"'. Harl.Ms.2054. 

2. 'Painters and glaziers' Charter" It alsoe appear

inge to us that they have beene tyme out of minde one brotherhood 

for the costs and expenses of plaie Shepperds ach with the Angells 

hyrne. "' Harl.Mss.2054,158. 

3. 1471-11 Ed . IV. 'Charter of Incorporation of companye 

of Sadlers "for 40 yrs. no one should exercise art of sadler within 

Chester without permission of stewards, aldermen, master and occu

piers of said art, under penalty 100s - t to Earl of Chester and t 
for support of pageant, li ght and play on festival of Corpus Christi 

(pagiue luminis et ludi corporis Christi "' Of these three, the 

second is valueless for it is undated and the play is not connected 

with any occasion . The first just as probably means the Bakers play 

(for Whl tsuntlde, Midsummeis Eve , or any other occasion), and the 

light for Corpus Christi procession furnished by the same company (a), 

as the play and light simultaneously for the latter atiebration ex-

elusively. It may have been that the hitsun plays were played that 

year (1462) at Corpus Christi time, bence the wording of the Charter • 

. hile the third might be construed to mean the proceSSion, light 

and play for Corpus christi, nevertheless the same ar3Ument holds 

for this charter as well as for that of the Bakers. It is also very 

possible that the crafts in these (as well as the following) items 

are referring to the pageants - essentially the same costumes, 

(a) The crafts appeared in both cycle plays and 
in Corpus Christi procession . 
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players and even plays as those of hitsuntide in the corpus Christi 

procession . The same cyclical characters and scenes were even set 

forth by the identical crafts in the Midsummer Show. 

The fourth and only important reference is the reading 

tpagyns in play of Corpus Xpi' in the hite Book of the Pentice 

(1544). Tho Morris, as well as Mr.Chambers , used this authority, 

he has not given any such reference, but inasmuch as Chambers was 

looking out for every such detail as this, whereas Morris was not, 

he is the preferable authority in this case. Even this statement 

may be explained by the frequent performace of the Mysteries at 

Corpus christi Festival, which had come to be so great an occasion 

of splendour, thru the latter 14th and 15th centuries and up to 

1544 (a), that association resulted in the title' plays or pageants 

of Corpus Christi.' Even these four together do not compare with 

the evidence which may be assembled for maintaining the hitsuntide 

performance of the Chester Plays. All recorded traditions, both 

extant sets of "banneS" (b), both proclamations (c) of plays, and 

all historical and literary references (except above quoted four 

instances) call the Chester Mysteries the n hitsone Plaies." No 

one but Mr .Chambers to my knowledge has questioned this aspect of 

the plays, and he little more than suggested his attitude toward the 

subject. Since the ' Banee t of Msh provide for hiteun week (and it 

is very natural and probable that the second version was orked over 

from the first), it may be made an objection that - granted Chambers 

theory be true - the later customary time of cycle performances was 

(a) The tim~ of rraking of White Book of Pentice. 
(b) Mss.h and 2150. 
(c) NeWhall in Pentice (also on Me.h) 1544 Sogers Beviary 1574-5. 
(d) That the Corpus Xpi Cycle becan:e n \bitsonetide Plaies in 1500-75. 
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inserted, yet the fact of a specific 'lIondaY-Tuesday- ednesday-of

Whitsuntide' arrangement in the early banes could not possibly have 

been a later addition. It related the exact nature of affairs at 

an early date, putting greater strength in the hitsun week claim, 

"t he sooth as I yow saie." 

Furthermore, if the plays were produced before the Corpus 

Christi season originated (a), they must have been .hitsun plays. 

The Catholic Encyclopaedia (b), states hitsunday was established in 

the first century, it came into England with the Church, and had de

veloped to such an extent by the 12th and 13th centuries as to be 

next important festival to Easter, and one which Juli ana (c), the 

bishopp and Pope Arban IV (1264) intended the newly instituted 

Corpus Christi festival to approximate in religious splendor and 

meaning. What partook of the same practical and external nature 

as the plays already extant (d), in such a feature of folk expres

sion as the corpus Christi celebration - born fullfledged so to speak

must have appealed to sturdy Chester rustics at once, while the many 

religious houses (e) flourishing in or about the city WOuld have de

manded it, particularly as rivalry of monks and citizens was rampant 

for centuries and each side was eager to exhibit sUPEior functions 

and celebrations of every sort. The fact tha t such a deta~led 

(a) Which fact the conclusion with respect to Arneway presumes. 
(b)Vol.XV p.614 "Whitsunday as a Christian festival l dates back to fir t 

century." "Formerly the lav courts did not sit during the entire week, and 
servile work was forbidden. A council of Constance (1094) limited this pro
hibition to the 1st 3 days of the week - the Sabbath rest of Tues •. as abolisRd 
1771 - of [,jon. by Pious X-1911. At Whitsone ales plays were performed." 

(c) Founder of Corpus Christi feast idea. 
(d) See above mentioned assumption. 
(e) Morris 115 from Domesday Book Survey I St . WerburehJSt . Mary 'sJ st .John 

S .Peter 's 875 or before; Sj.Olave's1110-20; Holy Trinity before 1188; St . 
Bridget 's 1224; St.Martinls 1250 •• 

(f) Morris mentions numerous dots over trade relations, Abbeys had right 
of booths at flir t imes and had separate courts from municipal. 
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Corpus Christi procession appears also as a sort of appendix to the 

early "banne s " represents I think the distinct separation in the 

mind of the author l as well as in the minds of the then-audience l 

of the outlined plays just preceding (each one referred to in a 

phrase at most) from the Corpus Christi theophoric procession and 

accompanying little play given by the clergy. They are in no de

tail nor in any manner whatsoever confused so as to become ambiguous 

in relation to one another l nor are they even combined. The newly 

acquired procession at first needed explanation l whereas the plays 

did not, and as a matter of convenience the announcements of the 

hitsun plays and Corpus christi procession were made at one time (a), 

since the occasions of these were at most a week apart (b). The 

Corpus Christi procession was abolished 1547 (chambers 1I,350 note), 

wherefore omission of it in later ' banes . I 

Obvioualy then Clement V is the pope referred in connec

tion with the '1000 days ' traditional, tho theBe had nothing to do 

with playa (except in association), and Henry Fraunces could have 

had no share in the writing or assisting the production of the 

Chester Mysteries - other than possibly the procuring of "a license 

to produce t hem in the English tongue." (c) Both clement and 

Frances were lately put into the tradition of authorship and little 

relating to it can be proved by either . 

(a) In the 13th and 14th Centuries people neither a~vertieod -
long ahead of time nor conducted much built-for-a-mo ent bu inees J as is 
done today . Note the Morris quotation of proclamation on ' Sat. after 
election. I 

(b) Whitsunday is Pentecost J Corpus Christi Day ie first 
Tn "rsday after Trinity shieh is next Sunday after Pentecost. Whitsontide 
lasted three or four days. 

(c) This task is given to Heggenet Me.H. on cover note in 
1628 . Char: bers 351. 
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3. Don Rondall or Randle Higden and the tradition of 

Authorship. 

As for Randulf or Randle Higden (variously spelt), provided 

for by Harl.20l3 banes (2), whose dates were established (1299-1364) 

(b) and verified by Hemin~vay (p.XX) (c), the author of the 'Polychrom

icon'(d) has been ,faily well proved, I think, to have handled in one 

\vay or another at least a portion of the Chester cycle - namely the 

Nativity - at some time during his career, by evidence furnished from 

comparison of the Polychronicon and play matter itself. "If we find 

the same material taken f rom the same sources in both the plays and 

the polychronicon, if that material is r ather unusual, and if we find 

in the plays references which Higden would be apt to make, the externa l 

evidence is somewhat strengthened (e)." At the same time Mr .Hemingway 

recognized, "Of course all this will not make the evidence conclusive; 

for the use of the same sources might merely show to what books the 

monks of St. , erburghs had access, the author of the plays may merely 

have interested Higden in the material he was using, or vice versa; and 

the source of all the external evidence e have may be the very internal 

evidence that I am about to present - that is, some sixteenth century 

scholar, noticing the resemblance between the plays and the history, may 

have asserted dogmatically that Higden wrote the playa also. The cumula

tive circumstantial evidence is, however, quite convincing, and the pro-

bability certainly lies on the side of Higden 'S authorship." ~o the 

"authorship" I do not consent (tho it seems evident, as I sa id above , 

tha t Higden treated at least a portion of these plays), for in the course 

(a) See above quoted passage~ "Diet. Nat. Biog." 
(b) Morris~ Chambers. 
(e) English Nativity Plays." 
(d) A History. 
(e) Sanie as c. 
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of this present i nvestigati on I shall endeavor to prove that an earl

ier origin - than Higden ' s dates allow for the rise - of this cycle 

necessitates another scholar monk as author of the hole original 

collection of plays . 

As it has been Bt~d two or three times, Higden came 

into the tradition at a comparatively late time . Harl . 20l3 'banes ' 

(a) refer to "one Don Hondle "j Newhall ' s Proclamation (1514), on a 

flyleaf of this same manusWcript , omits him but inserts H. Fraunces, 

which proclamation was copied into the White Book of the Pentice 

1544-7 with Fraunoes in turn left out (b) and no author indicated. 

Later manuscripts touching this matter give varying forms of these 

stories , sometimes adding Heggenet or Higden to the Rond1e first 

mentioned . This Higden gory probably comes from the note on the cover 

of Ms . H (c)* "The Whitsun p1ayes first made by one Don . Rand1e Heggenet, 

a monke of chester, Chester Abbey, who was thrise at Rome, before he 

could obtain leave of the Pope to have them in the English tongue -

Nicholas the fift Then was Pope in the year of our Lord 1447. 

Ano 1628 . " 

Tnis whIle note as I interpret it , was added to Us . R in 1628, being 
(d) 

copied or a summary reduced from some manuscript of 1447 dealing with 

the Chester Mysteries , just possibly an intermediate copy (now lost) 

of the plays . The word "intermadiate" is due to my theory, based on 

an analysis of meter (to come later) , that the cycle has passed thru 

various stages of changes , of which only indications of the earliest 

and intermediate periods remain . 

(a) B 175 iersion leaves out the portion alluding to traditioni 
(b) Together with the pardons. 
(c) Chambers II-35l. 
(d) Nicholas V was pope 1446-55, whose name is most imtimately 

connected with the revival of Learning. Encyc .Brittanica VII . My opinion is 
based on the mention of pope and date, but is purely conjectural . 
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Working backward - that is from the later He ggenet and 

Fraunces versions back toward the earlier, simpler Don Rondle versions 

(a) - one still earlier manuscript comes to light. Mr .Chambers men

tions it (b), but makes nothing of it tho in a note adds, it is 

"perhaps rather earlier." This manuscript is one, he says, of the 

"documents concerning the plays copied for Randle Holme out of the 

, hite Book of the Pentice (c), - a list of the plays a nd the crafts 

producing; (2) a note that 'on Corpus Xpi day the colliges and 

prestys bryng forth a play (d) at the assentement of the Maire; (3) 

a note that all the arrangements are subject to alteration by the 

Mayor and his brethren; (4) a version without heading, of Newhall 's 

proclamation which entirely omits the allusions to Sir H.Fraunces 

and pardons while retaining that to Arneway; (5) verses headed 'The 

comenbannes to be proclaymed and Ryddon with the Stewardys of every 

occupation.' These (5) are printed in Morris (e). Mr .Chambers states 

"The only historical statement (f) in the 'bannes' is that, 

'Sir John Arneway was maire of this Citie hen these playes were 

begon truly.'" Here we have the tradition reduced to its lowest 

terlUs , a point which curiously enough is the oldest, yet only unchanged 

detail of the whole story - unless the instance is excepted, found by 

Chambers (g) in 'Rogers ' Breauarye of 1609 (h), in which the date 1329 

(a) Randle Heggenet and Don Rondle are one and the same person, but 
later versions of the tradition are ~ore elaborate . 

(b)"Med. Stage. II • II 350. 
(c) Harl. 2150 . 
(d) This is the play referred to in early 'bannee' -Corpus Christi 

Celebration . 
(e) p . 307 Also quoted belo • 
(f) I think the Whitsuntide and Chrpus Christi procession parts 

also historical . . 
(g) p . 3S0 Also Furnivalj "Digby Plays" p. X'V III. 
(h ) There are two Breviaries by Rogers the same but one slightly 

briefer . Harl. Mes . 1944/ 1948. 
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is added in brackets. This date is clearly a mistake for the list of 

mayors, given by R.Morris (a) (and also by Ormerod) from the official 

documents preserved in the Muniment Room of the corporation of the 

City of Chester, states John Arneway's mayoralty as extending between 

1268-1277. This list is generally accepted; and in it Mr .Chambers 

has found besides "one Richard Erneis or Herneys , in office 1327-9" 

upon whom he immediately proceeds to tack the much strained tradition, 

trying to make it come out even with the Higden dimensions. This can 

scarcely be, for the names John Arneway and Richard Erneis (or Herneys 

(b) ) are not to be confused, and in vie of what I am about to say a 

little later, it is not only better but necessary to leave to these 

two men their own proper names and proper places. 

Here, then, in this minimum bit of the tradition, embo~ying 

John Arneway only, we are closest of all to the source, for these 

'comen bannes' are, I think, the earliest version, and being as early 

as they are, partake somewhat of the spirit of the contemporaneous 

popular poetry, folk ballad~ - creations of an unselfconscious poet. 

Not that the earliest plays 'sang themselves' without an author, but 

their author created them without thinking he was creating them, hence 

no mention of a 'Rondle ' or a ' Higden ' or any other author tho it 

might have been any of these. Tradition comes after an event, and only 

in comparatively primitive times were products untagged. The plays 

had long been existent as Latin liturgical pieces . hen the Engli sh 

Chester Cycle was born, mere translations were made and these arranged 

to form one unified group . Hence the real authorship of the plays is 

lost in the obscuri ty of the past . 

(a) P. 575. t lf 
(b) The reason for this different spelling is the mayor list i se ;-, 
1327 "h d P , 1328 Rl'chard Emeis 1329 Richard Hemeye , tho obvleusly the 

R~c ar j',rnelS I J J , 'ff t 
same man. People in those days spelled their own names dlfferently at dl eren 
times . 
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B. Origin. Before conclusions are to be drawn from this arnenal of 

facts and statement~, a little light may be reflected on the subject 

by focusing the general consensus of literary critical opinion. 

Several opinions (they have amounted to nothing else) have 

been expressed touching the time of origin of Chester cycle without 

reference to mayor or author, which being passed from one writer to 

another have gradually formulated another tradition. It was customary 

for many years for men of letters who know only a little of Mystery 

literature to repudiate traditions of every sort and without research 

of any disoription to declare the Chester Plays could not have been 

brough forth earlier than the fourteenth or fifteenth century. This 

is due principally to two facts, - first, that all extant copies of 

the plays were made at the end of the sixteenth century, wherefore, 

they were clothed in practically modern language, spelling, etc.; and 

secondly, they (these men of letters) have accepted without question 

the guesses of earlier writers. Guesses were made by such men as 

right, Collier and art on, more or less unreliable and superannuated. 

Thomas Hawkins 1773; "Origin of the Drama"-has no opinion; says 
chester plays said to have been written 1328." 

1831 J . P. collier: 

chester 
4 years 

"Annals of the State ." ~ive .iracle Plays" 
not available.") 
"Annual Representation of Miracle-Plays at 

during Whitsuntiae, appears to have been established 
after Urban IV's r.orpus christie feast was introduced~ 

1840 arton: "History of ~nglish Poetry"vol.IIsec.XXXIV. 
' Mysteries appear to have originated among Ecclesiastic. ' 
No opinion of date or author. 

1843 fright "Chester Plays." 

right I1843IIaIsaid, "It is not probably that any such pieces were 

performed or composed before the 14th century. In the r~gn of Ed .II 

(1307-27), it is said of t he wearers of the extravagant fashions in 

(a) Introd. "Chester Playa." p. VIII. 
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dress then i n vogue , "Hii ben degised as turmentours that comen from 

clerkes plei ." r . Political Songs p . 336. i . e . , as the clerks who 

were disguised to represent executioners , persons who acted a very 

prominent part in t he early French plays on the miracles of saints . 

About the middle of same century, miracles are mentioned in Pier ' s 

Ploughman as be i ng then of frequent ocourrence; and in Chaucer, and 

in other writers of the end of the century, they are spoken of more 

frequently . ' ' Chaucer , in the Milleres Tale, describing "Joly Absolon", 

the parish clerk , says - "Sometime to she his lightnesse and maistrie 

He ~ieth Herode on a skaffold hie ." right continues (a) , "The ori

ginal date and the authorship of the Chester P~ays have been subjects 

of considerable discussion . My own impression , from the phraseology 

and forms of words which may frequently be discovered in the blunders 

of the modern scribes , is that the original manuscript from which they 

were copied was of the earlier part of the fifteenth or of the end of 

the four t eenth century. The traditions adopted or imagined by some 

old Chester antiquaries , which carried the composition of these plays 

so far back as the mayoralty of John Arneway (1268 to 1276) and the 

supposition of arton that they were the productions of Ralph Higden , 

the Chronicler , appear to me to improbable to deserve our serious con

sideration , unless they were founded on more authentic state ents or 

on more substantial arguments ." With right, in setting the Chester 

cycle origin a t the turning of the 14th and 15th Centuries , Collier , 

Brotanek 1897 - Ab. & Is . " p . 27, Waterhouse 1909 N. C. Mysteries p . l III 

concur Roths~hild (b) puts it in the 15th century , while Deimling, 

(a) p . XVI-XVII--1843 . 
(b) B~ron James Rothschild "Le Mister! du Viel Testament" Societe des 

Anciens Testes Francais," 1878 1 1879,1881,1882/ 1885,1891. Introd . 1. 
Furnival &ftDigby Plays" Davidson "Studies in Er.glish Mystery Plays" seem to 
have no opinions on this matter. 
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1892 "Chester Plays", Ungenmach Die Quell. der 5 Ersten Ch. Pls . ", 

Daviison 1892 "Studies in English Mystery Plays." He has no opinion 

of author or date, and Hohlfeld "Die Altenglischen Kollektivmisterien 

and Boas "Shako and his Predecessors.", return to ardIs assignment 

to the 14th. Chambers and Hemingway agree on 1328 (and the author 

Randle Higden) . Most of these writers but the last two have based 

their ideas more or less on hearsay - being concerned with the topic 

of origin-date only inciientally - and none has made a detailed ex

position of facts or positively assured the verity of his opinion on 

this point by actual research. inute points of the whole Chester 

proposition have been at one time and another carefully worked out (a) 

yet no one of these is of a nature as it stands to produce definite 

conclusions as to anyone aspect of the whole cycle . One thing is to 

be noticed is this , the general tendency of more recent writers to 

fix an earlier date for the Chester group composition than was formerly 

the case . Beyond this idea the review of general opinions is barren 

of results for our purpose . The crying need is a knowledge of the 

plays themselves . 

Drawing all these names and events then into natural and 

chronological juxtaposition, what do we find~ Out of a hodge-podge 

of incidents there may be arranged some such fundamental order of 

items as this : (1) John Arneway was mayor 1268-77, (in which period 

tradition places the origin of the Chester ysteries, and this we 

assume to be true); (2) Henry Fraunces could very well have written 

tee plays if he lived a monk in St . Werburghls 1268-76 as one chronicler 

(a) Waterhouse "Ab. and Isaac Play." 
Hemingway - "English Nativity Plays." 
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states he did. Lack of support renders this point merely a suggestion . 

It is known that a monk of this name lived in the Abbey at least be

tween 1377- 82, but there is no proof whatever that he or any other 

man had to treat with any Pope for a ' 1000 dayes of pardon ' for the 

plays . Clement VI (1342-52) and Henry Fraunces himself were both too 

late to have had a part in the beginning of the plays . Furthermore 

not Clement VI but Clement V (1305-14 had the granting of a thousand 

days and these for the newly arisen Corpus Christi feast, not the 

' Whitsone plaies .' (3) Since Corpus Christi Day was celebrated in 

England for the first time probably in 1317 and we have assumed the 

plays to have begun before that date (if we connect them with John 

Arneway ' s mayoralty) , our Chester ll:ysteries must be as they have al

ways (a) been called not Corpus Christi but Whitsun Plays or at 

least a Pre- corpus christi cycle . (4) Randle Higden (monk 1299-1364 

in St . erbureh ' s) could not have been the author - using this term 

in its strictest senee - of our cycle , altho he treated a portion of 

it and should therefore be called its reviser , if our investigation 

of play structure and content testifies to a revising hand . 

To make of these items a theory or working hypothesis, let 

it be assumed for the plays an origin as early as the mayoralty of 

Arneway, let it be assumed the cycle composition was the work of a 

monk in Chester Abbey during that decade, and this to have been re

modelled at a later time , probably about 1327-9 by Higden . If tra

dition asserts these things we must doubt them in our day of scienti

fic probation, but if on the other hand evidence , that is tangible 

(a) With except ion of four instances. 
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(or at least comprehensible) , external or internal , corroborates 

this tradition it becomes firmly estatli shed truth . 

It rerr,ains to apply this theory to the data of 

the plays themselves in order to test its verity . 
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II . AN EXAMINATION OF .TI:J! STRUCTURE OF THE CYCLE . 

There are three main aspects of such an examination, 

namely , the matters of language , form and style . The linguistic 

phase has never been a bone of contention with regard to the 

Chester cycle . A review of dialectal variation or consistency 

would be valuable only for settling the matter of a questionable 

home or source of a cycle , and is utterly useless in the present 

case the Chester collection of plays is so unquestionably a Chest

rian production and property . T~e matter of form is vital for this 

discussion , for metric rhythm and rhyme schemes are definitely relat

ed to particular periods of time and a correct classification of them 

will help to locate chronologically , the work under examination . 

Style of the Chester Mysteries is their best known (yet somewhat 

less significant) feature , wherefore only a word touching it need 

be embodi ed i n the conclusions rounding out this portion of the 

task in hand. If we then find in the course of this study evi-

dences of an early author i n forms ascertained by workers in other 

fields of literature to have been used at an early cate , a time for 

instance as early as Arneway ' s mayoralty; if we find ( or rather re 

discover) any features in the play matter itself pointinb to an early 

composition of. the cycle , features which have signified nothing to 

previous reviewers of this group; and if the general characteristics 

of style and spirit unite ~ith the forgoing in indication of a primi

tive origin , then probability, tradition , and the already established 

data are as nearly proved correct as nlay be \'Ii thout the exhaustive 

research (a) S1..J.ggested in the Introduction . Then the assumption that 

(a) Of sources orieina1 Mss ., etc . 
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these plays were first played in Arnewayts mayoralty will become 

for the present at least fact, and it may therefrom be affirmed 

that Chester is the oldest of the four great Er:glish :Mystery cycles. 

If in addition to this, internal evijence ~hows the touch of a , 
revising hand, evidence incorporating those incidents of the cycle 

assigned by ~Lr.Hemingway to Randall Higden , and that of such a 

character as to be appro riately placed within his span of years, 

it will hereafter be necessary to call him reviser not author of 

the plays. 

A. THE BANES OR ANNOUNCEMENT OF TEE CHESTER PLAYS. 

Two sets of banes are recorded in the list of play manu

scripts (a) (in Sec.I) into acquaintance with only one of which, 

literary historians of the succeeding centuries have come. Those 

'banes ' prefixed to Ms .h right seems to believe Viere used for the 

occasion of performance in 1600. "From the superscription to the 

Banes in tte Ms. written in 1600, - it would appear that there was 

a revival of the performance of the Chester Plays in that year (b)~ 

(c). Pennant (d) labored under the same delusion . Deimling 18S2 

(e) I so much concerned with technicali ties and collation of manu

scripts , observes of the banes, "They are certainly of later origin 

than the bulk of the text itself, for they excuse the Slliall wit 

(line 148), coarse expression (5b), and obsolete phrases hich had 

become traditional in such guild- plays (52). The olden tirue, when 

(a) Ms .h Harl.2-3 and Hal .2l50. 
(b) "Chester Plays." p.XVIII. 
(c) It is not perfectly clear whether he believed or not ila:t the 
banes were written for this occasion. If he did so, Pennant etc. 
(d) Wales p.145 I.-Quoted by Charr-bers and Oroerod. 
(e) "Chester Plays." p.Y.VIII. 
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the Holy Scripture was not yet read and taught in the English tongue, 

is distinctly contrasted with the new order (23) . n Rogers manu

scripts (a), some of which were completed and published posthUffiously 

by his son, seem to have given conflicting impressions with regard 

to his idea of the extinction of Chester play performances; for 

Wright (b) eays , "Archdeacon Rogers, who died in 1595, and saw the 

Vhitsun Plays performed at Chester in the preceding year, gives the 

following account ) etc . " And Mr .Chambers (c) says, nIt is to be 

noted also that David Rogers , whose ' Breauarye , was com~leted in 

1609 and certainly contains matter subsequent to the death of his 

father i n 1595, states that 1575 was the last time the plays were 

played. n Furnival (d) holds the latter opinion also . The date 

1600 is the date of the transcription (e) of Ms . h from an earlier 

copy of both banes and plays . Doubtless from the 'earlier copy ' 

the version of banes in the I BreauaryeI was taken, for it has 

twenty-four lines (fE) more than Wrie:,t1:ls publication of them sets 
( g) 

forth . Just cne other of the five texts of the cycle furnishes a 

set of the banes , namely , Bodleian Ms . 175, in which the banes are 

partly lost for they start off ith announcement of the second 

play (line 71) ; and at the end add six lines of no particular value . 

(h) . However the age of the banes may be better assigned after an 

exact knowledge of their form . 

(a) Among them two versions l one shorter than the other of practically 
the same ' Breauarye . " 

(b) p.IIX . He bases his own opinion on this and the dates of Us.h . 
(c) II p . 354. p. 353 he saysl "Probably 1575 was last year in which 

the plays were given as a whole . " 
(d) "Digby Plays" Appendix to Fore ords, for he saems to accept 

i~plicitly Bogers Mss . 
(e) As Chambers suggests. 
(f) Furnival Ibid P . XX . 
(g) Which r . Wri£ht probably just omittedl or it may have been a 

copy from a different ~6del . 
(h) These are printed by Deinlling p. e. 
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1. COMPARISON OF TWO VERSIONS. 

Of the other banes , Ms . 2l50 Harl ., nothing is knovm , 

tho they were printed by Morris in his book "Chester in Planta

gent and Tudor Reigns ," (a), and read there by Chambers . For 

the sake of easier comparison the two versions are given parallel 

to one another below: 

8s . 2150, 261- Harl . 2013 . 
The omen bannes to be proclaymed The readinge of the Banes , 1600. 
and Ryddon with the stewardys of every 
occupacon: CleO - -

The Banes hich are reads beefore the 
beginnine;e of the playes of Chester" 4 June,,1600. 

(1) Lording Royal and Reverentt . (1 )\ Reverende lordes and ladyes all, 
Lovelie Ladies that here be lentt 
Sovereigne Citizens hether am I sent 
A message for to say . 

I praye you all that be present 
That you will here with good intent 
and all your eares to be lent 
Hertfull I you pray . 

That at this tyme he assembled bee" 
By this messauge understande you shall 
That some tymes there was mayor of this citie 
Sir John Arn{ay, knighte , who moste worthilye 
Contented hymselfe to sett out in playe 
The devise of one Done Rondall/uoonke of Chester 

Abbey . 

(2) Our orshipfull mair of this citie 
ith all his royall cominaltie 

Solem pagens ordent hath he 

(2) This moonk~,moonke-like)infcriptures ell seene, 
In storyes travi11ed ith the beste sorte , 
In pagentes set fourth apparently to all eyne 

(3) 

At the fest of Whitsonday tyde . 

Ho~ every craft in his decree 
Bring forth their playes solemplie 
I shall declare you brefely 
Yf ye will abyde a while . 

The ,orshipfull tanners of this towne(3) 
Bring forth the bevenly manshon 
Th ' orders of angells and theire crea-
According done to the best . (tion 

And ~hen the angells be made so clere 
Then folowyth the falling of "Lucifere 
To bring forth thi pla. with good chere 
The tanners be full prest . 

The olde and newe testareent , with livelye cornforth, 
Interminglinge there ith,onely to make sporte" 
Some thinges not warranted OJ any writt, 
Which to gladd the hearers he oulde men to take yt . 

The ~atter he abreviated into playas twenty-foure, 
And avery playa of the matter ~ave but a taste" 
Leavinge for better learninge the scircumstance 

to accompli hej 
For all his proceedinges maye appeare to be in hast~ 
Yet all together unprofitable his labor he did not 

waste) 
For at this daye and ever he dsserveth the fame , 
Which all monkes deserves , professinge that name . 

(a) p. 307 . In a note he says) "This is an altogether different copy from 
that given in Orr.erod" and has been overlooked by previous editors of the Cho ter ysteries." 
Ormerod I "History of Cheshire .- Chap . Aritient "Customs of Chester ." p. 3S0 gives H. 
2013 version . 

(1) orris" "Chester in Plantagenet and Tudor Reie;ns" p . 307 . 
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~) You worthipfull men of the draperye 
Lake that paradyse be all redye 
Pl'epare al so the mappa mundi 
Adam and eke Eve . 

The waterleders and dra, ers of Dee 
Lake that Noyes shipp be sett on hie 
That you lett not the storye 
And then shall you well chrue . 

(5)The barburs and waxchanndlers also 
that day 

Of the Patriarche you shall play 
Abram, that put was to assay 
To sley I sack hie sonne . 

The cappers and pynners forth shall 
(I) bryng, 

Balack that fears (fierce)and ruightie 
And Balam on an asse sytting(kyng 
Loke that this be done . 

(4)These storyes of the Testamente at his tyme,you 
knowe , 

In a corrmon Englishe tongue never read nor hards; 
Yet thero! in these pagentes to make open shews, 
This moonke and moonke was not thinge afreayde 
With feare of hanginge, breninge/or cutting off heade, 
To sett out , that all maye disserne and see 
And parte good be lefte , beleeve you mee . 

(5)As in this citie divers yeares the have bene set outJ 
Soe at this tyme of Penticoste , called Wbi tsontyda , 
All though to all the cit ie followe labour and coste " 
Yet God guiving leave that tyme shall you, in playa" 
For three dayes together, begynninge one Mondaye , 
See these pagentes played to the beste of their skill; 
Wher to supplye all wantes shalla noe wantes of good 

will. 

(6)Yove rights and slaters will be fayne(6)As all that shall see them shall moste welcome be J 
Bring forth your cariage of Marie Myld Soe all that here them wee moste humble praye 
And of Octavian so cruell and kene(quene l Not to compare this matter or storie 
And alao of Sybell the sage. Within the age or tyme wherein we presentlye staye J 

For findyng of that Royal thing 
I grant you all the blessing 
Of the high imperiall King 
Both the ruaister and his page . 

But in the tyms of ignorance , wherein we did straye ; 
Then doe I compare that this laude throughout 
Non had the like} nor the like does sett out . 

(7)Paynters clasiars and broderers 
H va taken on theym with full good 
That the Shepparda play then shall 
~nd that with right good wyll. 

in fer(7)If the same be likeinge to the comens all, 
chere Then our desier is to satisfie,for that is all our 
appere Yf noe matter or shele therof speciall ( game; 

Doe not please} but misslike the moet of the trayae, 
Goe backe} I saye, to the firste tyme againe; 

(8)The vynteners then as doth befall 
Bringe forth the 3 KinES Royall 
Of Cloyn or pagent memoryall 
And orthy to appeae 

Then shall you see ho that Kynges all 
Pa e bouldly into the hall 
~efore Harode Proude in paulle 

Of Crysts byrth to heare . 

(9)The mercers worshipfull of degre 
The presentation that have yee 
Hit falleth best for your see 
By right reason and style 

(1) so in Morri I text . 

Then shall you fynde the fyne witt at this aboundinge 
At that day and that age had very small being . 

(8)Condempne not our matter where grosse wordes you 
here} 

Which ymporte at this day small sence or understand"" 
inge, 

As some tyme postie lewtie,in Bood manner, or in fear€ 
With such like } ilbe uttered in there speeches 

speake inge • 
At this tyme those speeches carried good likeinge , 
Tho at t his tyne you take them spoken at that tyme; 
As well matter and wordes, then,is all ell and fyne 

(9)This worthy knight , Arn ay, thenmayor of this citie , 
This order toke l as declare to you I shall , 
That by twentye-fo ar occupations, artes, craftes}or 

misterie.l 
These pagentes shoulde be played, aft r breefe rehear 
For everye pagente a cariage to be provyded v.ithal;(sall 
In which sorte we pDrpoee , this Whitsontyde , 
Our pageantes into three partes to devyde . 
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(10)Of caryage I have no doubt 
Both i thin and without 
It shall be deckyd yt all the Rowte 
full gladly on it shall be to loke. 
With sundry cullors it shall glinie 
Of velvit satten and damaske fine 
Taffyto sersnett of poppyngee grsne 
(ll)The gouldsmyths then full soone will 

hye 
And masons theyre craft to magnifye 
Theis two craft swill theim applye 

Theyre worshipp for to wyne 
Ho Herode King of Galalye 
For that intent Cryet to distrye 
Sleu the Innocents most cruely 
Of to yeres and within . 

(12) ertely smythie also in hyght 
A lovely caryage the lill dyght 
Candilmas' day for soth it hyght 
The find it ~ith good will. 

The buchsrs pagene shall not be ~yst 
Ho Satan tempted our Savyour Cryet 
It if) an history of the best (S itnesseth the gospell. 

(13 )Nedys must I rehers the glover 
The give nle gloves and gay gere 
The find the toumb of Lazarey 
That pagene cometh next. 

Also the corvesers with all their myght 
The fynde full fayre syght 
Jerusal em their caryage hyght 
For so sayth the text. 

(l A.)And the bakers also be dene 
The find the aunday as I wene 
It is a carriage full well besene 
As then it shall arpeare. 

Flechers bo 'yers 
~he Co rers find 
That bobbyde God 
As he sat in his 

ith gret honors 
the Tormentors 
ith gret honors 

chere (chair) (2). 
(l~ ) 

The Iron mongers find a caryage good 
lIo Jesus dyed on ye rode ('3) 
And shed for us his precyus blud 
The find it in fere 

Cry t after his passion 
Brake He 1 for our r ederrpcion 
That find the cookes and hostelers of 

this towne 
And that ith full good chre. 

(l;O)Nc~ve) you \";orshippfull tanners that of custome olde 
The fall of Lucifer did set out" ' 
Some writers awarrante your ~Jatter theirfore be boulde. . I , 

Erstelye to playe the same to all the rowtte; 
And yf any therof stande in any doubte, 
Your authour his auther hath~ your she ' 8 let bee 
Good speech) fyne players, ith apparrnl comelye. 
(11) Of the drapers you wealthy companye I . 

The creation of the worlde l Adam and Eve , 
Accordicge to your wealthl set out wealthilye , 
And howe Cayne his brothor Abell his life did bereave . 

(12)The good sYl'lple water-leaders and drar.ers of Deey, 
See that your arke in all PVYntes be prepared; 
Of Noy and hi~ children the 'holl storye , 
And of the un~versall floude" by you shalbe played . 

(13)The sacriffice that faythfull Abraham to his sonne 
should make) 

You/barbers and w~xe cha~ndlers of aunciente tyme" 
In the fourth pa~eante w~th paines you doe take , 
In decenta sor.te eet out; the storie is ffine' 
The offeringe of ~elchesedecke of breade and ) ine 
And the preservation therof , set in your pl~ye I 

Suffer you not in any poynte the storye to tak~ a aye. 

(14)Coppers and lynnea drapers" see that you fourth 

In ell decked order) that orthie storie 
bringe , 

Of Balaam and his asse , and of Balacke the kinge; 
Make the asse to speake , and sett yt out livelye. 

~15)Of Octavian the emperour/that coulde not well slowe 
Th~ prophesye of auncient Sib ell the sagel _ 
You wrighte~ and snaters) with good players in showe" 
Lustelye brlnee f~urth your well decked carraige: 
The beirth" of Chr~ste shall all see in th~t stage: 
if the Scrirtures a arrant not of the mydv~fes reporte , 
The authour telleth his authourlthen take it in sporta. 

(1) Candlerrae day is February 2nd - feast of purification of our LadYI Catholic 
Encyclop~edia . (2) orris' tex!3~~d it eo. (3) pode for rood)across. 



f16~Also the skynners they be boune 
With great worshipp and renowne 
They find the Resurrection 
Fayre maye them befall. 

Se.dlcrs and Foysters ("Fusterers" l)have 
the good grace 

They find the Castell of Emause 
~ere Crist appered to Cleophas 

,A faire pagend you shall see. 

(17)Also the Taylors with trew Intent 
Have taken on them verament 
The Aseencyon by one assent 
To bringe it forth full right. 

rysshe mongers men of faith 
As that day ill doe their stayth 
To bringe there caryage furth in trayth 
'ii'yt Son day it hight. 

(18)The worship full wyves of this towne 
Ffyne of our lady thassumpcon 
It to bryng forth they be bowne 
And meyntene with all theyre might . 

(H) The Sermen will not (be 2)behynd 
Butt bryng theira cariage with good mynde 
The pagent of prophettys they do find 
That prophecied ffull truly 
Off the coming of Anti rist 
Tnat goodys !faith wold resist 
hat cariage I arrand shall not myst 

Butt sett forth full dewly . 

(20)The He sters that be men full 
They bryng forth a urthy cariage 
That is a thing of grett cost age 
Antycryst hit hight. 

sage 

(16)The appearinge angell and starr upon Christes 
beirth 

To sheapeardes poore, of base and lowe degree" 
You painters and glaaors decke out with all meirth, 
And see that Gloria in excelsio be songe merelye. 
Fewa \Vordes in that pageante makes meirth truely" 
For all that the alter had to stande uppon" 
Was glorye to God above , and peace one earth to man. 

(17)And youJworthy marchantes vintners/that no we have 
, plenty of Wine, 

Aroplifye the storie of those wise kinges three J 
That through Herodes lande and realms" by the surrs 

that did shine" 
Sought the sighte of the saviour that then borne ehoulde 

bee. 

(18)And you,worshippfull mercers,though costely and 
Yee tryme up your cariage as customs ever was; (fyne J 
Yet in stable was he borneJthat mighty kin~e devyne 

c.> " Poorely in a etabls J beturite an oxe and an ass • 

You/ gouldesmythes and masons"make comely shewe 
HOil Herode did rage at the ratorne of those ki~ges, 
And how he slewe the small tender male babes 

. " Be~nge under h:o yearss of age. 

(19)You"smjthes , honest men and of honest arte 
Howe Christe amonge the docters in the temple did dis
To set out in playa comely yt shalb yOur parte (pute 
Get mynstrill s to that shewe"pipa/tabartsJand flute. ) 

(20)And nexte to this you" bowchers of this ci1i9 1 

The storie of SathanJ that Christe woulde needea te 
Set out as accosta~abli~ have yes" 
r.~e devill in his fathers all ragger and reQ e. 

ey weyvers in very dade 
FfYnd the day of Dame J well maye they spede 
The blysse of heven bright. 

(1) Mo ris text again. 
(2) Morris does not explain 

this insertionJ probably 
his own. 
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(21)Soverei~na syrs to you I say 
And to all this ffayrs cuntre 
That played shallbe this godely play 
In the Whi teon wake 
That is brefely for to sey 
Upon /,onday Tuysday and Wennysday 
Whoo lust to see thaym he may 
And non of theym to sek . 

((22)Also Maister maire of this citie 
)Withall his bretheryn accordingly 
(A solenysne procession ordent hath he 
)To be done to the best 

. (Appon the day of Corpus Christi 
)Tha blessed sacrament caried shalbe 
(And a play sett forth by the clergye 
)In honor of the fest 
((23)1:lany torches there may you see 
) 'archaunts and craftys of this citis 
(By order passing in their degree 

(21)The death of Laza~~s and his riseinge againe ) 
You) of glovers the wholl occupation, 
In pagente with players orderly )let yt not be paine 
Finely to advaunce after the beste fashion . 

(22)The storye how that to Jerusal '3m our Saviour took 
You) corvisors / that in nomer manye bee , (the way) 
Wi th your Jerusalem carriage shall set out in playe; 
A commendable true storys and worthy roemorye • 

(23)And howe Christs"our Savyour ) at his last supper 
Gave his bodye and his bloude for redemption of us all; 
You) bakers" see that with the same wordea you utter .. 
As Christ hyro selfe spake them/ to be a memoriall )A goadly si ght that day 

(They con,e from Saynt Maries on the 
)The Church of Saynt Johns untill 

Hill Of that death and passion which in playe ensue after 
shall . 

(And there the sacrament leve they will 
)The sauth (sooth) as I you say 

(24)~fuoo so comyth these plays to see 
I ·th good Qevocon me elye 
Hertely " leoma ahall he be 
And have right good chere . 

(25)Now have I done that lyeth in me 
~ }troc this Sliempnitie 
That these playes contynued may bs 
And ~ ell sett iinrth alway . 

The worste of these stories doe not fall to your parte; 
Therefore) caste god looves abroade witn a cheerful 

harte . 

(24)You, ffletchers "bowayers ) cowpers/stringersJand 
iremongers .. 

See soberly ye make of Christes doefull death .. 
His scourginge .. his whippings )his, bloude shedde and 

passion) 
And all the paines he suffered till the last of his 

breath ; 
Lordinges .. in this storye consisteth our cheeffe ffayt~ 
(the ignoraus wherein hath us so mauY's yeres blinded; 

as tllough now all see the path plaine .I y~t the most 
part cannot finde it . )x . 

(25 )As our beleefe is that Christa )after his passion .. 
De s cended into hell ) but what he did in that place , 
Though our authoU' satt fourth after his opinion" 
Yet creditt you the best learned .. thos~ doth he not 

dingrace . 
Jhu (jesu) Crist that sytl1J'i an hee We dshe that of all sortes the beste you ymbrace; 
(Italics) And his blessed mother larie You .. cookes ) with your carriage see that you doe well 

(erased) In pagente satt out the har~ inge of hell . 
Save all this ~oodely company 
And kepe you ny and day . 

XPrint d in t 11is position only 
in Deirn]nCT 

o .. apparentlyfrom ;"sB . 175 . 

(26 ) The skynners before you after shall playe the 
Story:. of the resurrection .. 
Howe Christe from death rose the thirde daye ) 
not altered in many poyntes from the olde famon . 

(27 The saddlers and ffusterars shoulde in theirs 
pagent dvclare 

The ar-pearanles of Christe his travayle to Erraus) 
His often speach to the lomen and to his disc ip.es deer ) 
To make his riseinge againe to all the 101de notor~ous . 
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(28) Then see that youl telers l with cariage decante 
The storys of the Assention formablye doe frame, 
Whereby t hat gloryous body in cloudes most ori3nt 
Is taken up to the heavens with perpetuall frame. 

(29) This of the olde and newe Testament to ende all the story e 
Whi ch our aulter meaneth at this tyms to have in pleaye l 
You, ffishemongers l to the peagent of tho ho~y ghoste well see) 
That in good order yt be donne ) as hath bene all waye . 

~~d after those ended yt doth not the storye staye l 
But by prophettes sheweth fourth howe Antichrist should rise; 

Which youl sherman, sett out in moste comely wise . 

( 30) And then you) diers and hewters ) Antechrist bringe out ) 
First with his docter that godlye maye expounde , 
Who be Antechristes the worlde rounde aoouts ) 
And Enocke and hely persons walkinge one grounde} 
In partes set you well out the icked to confounde; 
Which beinge understanded Christes worde for to bee l 

Confoundeth all Antechristes and sextes of that degree . 

(31 ) The comenge of Christe to gev~ eternall judgement ) 
You) weaver s , last of all your parte is for to playe; 
Domesday we call yt } .hen the Omnipotent~ 
Shall make ende of this worlde by sentence ) I saye e 
One his righte hande to stande God grante us that daye l 
And to have that sweete worde in melodye) 
' Come hether} come hether) venita benedicti .' 

( 32 ) To which rest of waIes and selestiall habitation 
Gr~nte us free passags) that all together wee l 
Accompanied with angells and endlesse delectation) 
Maye contynually laude God and prayse th~t kings of glory e . 

Harl . 1944 . 

And then Roge r s goes on) leaf 24 ) back (. ):- I 

"The sume of this storye l 10rdes &: ladyes alls l 
I have breifely repeat"'ld , &: ho\v they muste be played . 
Of one thinge} warne you now I shall ) 
That not possible it is) these matters to be contynued 
In such sorte &: cunninge} & by such playeres of price 
As at tLis day good players &; fine wittes coulde d'3vise) 
For then shoulds all those personas th~t as Gods doe playe } 
In Clowdas c ome downs with voyce ) &: not be seene } 
For no man can proportion that Godhead, I saye , 
To the shape of man facs ) nose ) and eyne; 
Byt seth9nce ye face gilte doth disfigure ye man that dame 
A Clowdy Coneringe of ye man a voyce only to years ) 
And not God in shape or person to appeare; 
By Craftes men &: means men these Pageauntes are played 
and to Commons and Contrye men acustomabye before . ~ 
If beter men & finer heL.des now come) hat cannot be saide? 
But of cowr.on and contrye player&s take thou the storye ; 

(2.) Furnivall Apr .p . XX IID. P. 1I 
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And if any disdaine J then opan is ye doore 
That lett him in to hears; packe awaye at his pleasure' 
Oure playeinge is not to gett fame or trsasure: ) 

All that with quiett mynde 
Can be contented to tarye J 

Be heare on Whitson monday: 
Then begineth ye storye." 

This belongs with t he Ms . h Banes, as it resolves 

itself into the meter and tone of that version. The first 

stanza rhymes a b abc c, having lost its fifth line. The 

second and third stophes are of perfect Chancerian seven

lined type; a four-line final stanza (a t c b) composed of 

tripodial lines completes the procl~ation. The six lines 

added in Ms . B are identical with the fiat stanza of Rogers 

addition , which fact might be taken as one bit of evidence 

that Ms . B is a better copy of the 'earlier version' than 

Ms . h, if one were trying to prove, by collation of manuscripts, 

it to be a superior text. 

Obviously the Harl . 2l50 version is much the older in 

both content and form. First in appearance its lines and stanzas 

are both shorter and simpler; then it omits the amplified apolo

gies and flowery expositions of the other; it contains less 

recorded tradition; it attaches provision for a very early form 

of Corpus Christi Day celebration; and tce whole is couched in 

the most primitive,alfuost crude, terms and phrases . Its tone 

too is altogether different from that of the later version, being 

wholly reverent, even religious at times, unselfconscious in spirit, 

and aiming in e~ch point toward object not detail . The metric 
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form it is clothed in can be identified as one of the oldest and 

most primi ti ve, the 'ri me-cou~e I . or ballad measure VThi ch Mr . Saint s

bury (2) lists among the "certain prevalent and preenlinent forms of 

the period:-

"Al though 

a-octosyllabic couplet 
b~Fourteener and its resolutions 
c-Romance- six or rime couee 
d-decassyllabic couplet 
e-larger stanzas from rhyme-royal to Spense~an 
f-later anapaestic dimeter." A 

" the rime-couee" he says (b), probably with the octosyll~bic 

is the vehicle of most longer Middle English poems in metre, it is 

not really a very good vehicle for such purposes; It is fair to say 

that, except when Dunbar took it for the ' Seven Deadly Sins', it 

was not very lucky. Chancer laughed at it. Its practitioners (ex

cept chester) had not much poetry in them as a rule, though you may 

find good bits in most romances, etc ." For rhyme itself, he con-

tinues (c), "Our typical poet in England of 1200-- had few exanlples 

of rhyme at all , a few scraps . In 1300 all 'as rhymed, with a little 

elaboration . _ e see a determination to ards it (rhyme) . - And I c~ 

not see any way out of the conclueion that t his determination was due, 

partly to influence of Latin hymns (d), partly to that of French 

poetry, which had iteelf abandoned assonance for rhYffie ." From this 

it is seen that assonance is a thing of the 13th cent ry and earJier, 

and tho to be sure a sharp line can not be drawn at the year 1300 

between this and the newer rhyn,ed verse, one is safe in calling as

sonance an ancient feature . That assonance prevails eo abundantly, 

(a) "History of English Prosody" Vo1.I-p.4v5 . 
(b) P . 407 • 
(c) P . 414 . 
(d) ,~ax Kaluza 1911 (translated by funstan) "Short History of 

English Versification." p . 225 "Tail-rime stanza, which h&d various fonns, as 
much used (1250-1370) both in religious poems and in romances, the foundation 
is the tail-rime stanza(aa b c c ~, which is found also in Latin hymns . 
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not only in this versions of the 'banes', but even n.ore so in the 

plays indicates very early formation of the group . The meter of 

• I ( ) r~me-couee thoroughly regular in Chester is octosyllabic (a) 

wi th fourth and eighth lines tripodial. Feet thus (8886-8886) and 

rhyme (or assonance or both) thus (aaab aaab~ (b), 

The Harl . 2l50 version - I will hereafter use simply manu

script numbers to refer to the banes as printed in Morris are blocked 

up in patches in three or four places and the rest divided into four 

line stanzas . Apparently so irregular, they become quite regular 

~hruout under closer scrutiny. stanzas 1,3,5,6,8,11,15,17,19,25 are 

regular , altho eleven of these are rhymed (a a abc c c b), which I 

take to be a regular variati on of the fundamental form (a a a b a a a b ~ 

Most of the irregularities may be easily explained . Stanza 2 would 

be correct by rearrangement of partial word order of line 8 , so that 

'shall' would rhyme or at least be assonant with ' fall '. 4 is regu-

lar all but the last line which ends in 'chrue ', doubtless a corrup

tion or primitive form of shreve for shrive or thrive . The frequent 

and indiscriminate use of u for v during those centuries and vice 

cerea, lends strength to this explanation. 7 is incomplete, four 

lines seem never to have been. Ttie is perhaps due to confusion or 

oversight on the part of the author , for the sense is intact. The 

same thing is true of stanza 9. These two half stanzas would join 

to make one regular stanza as far as form goes, but content sense 

prevents . 
(a) Mr . Saintsbury p . 215 Ibid.calls it - "Formerly the great staple 

verse~ dramatic and non-dramtic." 
(b) Kaluza . Ibid . In some lyrics~ and in ysteries and oralities 

as l""te as the sixteenth century J (a a abc c c ~; in the romances ' Sir Perceval ' J 

Sir Degrevant ' and ' The Avonyng of Arthur'~ etc . This is not definita with re
gard to time} but th~ author has taken too broad a field to treat any section of 
it a:ntensively . 
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10 rhymes as 3 does, with the last line missing. 16 has the same 

type of irregularities as 2. 18 again is incomplete altho there is 

.no gap in meaning. 

Then these 'banes' are fairly regular, and consistently 

the work of one writer at a very early time. Arguments for their 

exact age may not be based on language, script, or SF elling, for 

Morris got his copy but of the hite Book of the Pentice (which was 

not put together till 1544), and tho this is an exact facsimile of 

'vvhat he read there, the 1544 version must have been a copy of a. copy. 

Judging the 'bannes' as they stand I call them about the simplest 

and earliest English (a) possible . More shall be said after a com-

parison of them with the plays and other literary productions of the 

13th and 14th centuries. 

The Ms .h Banes are distinctly later than the form just 

discussed . They are more elaborate more irregular, more a conscious 

composition , more detailed and expanded in content than the former. 

Rhyme and meter both are very irre~ular. Lines vary considerably, 

from five to seven feet, with occasionally just four or even eight . 

The first ten stanzas are seven lined rhyming(ababbcc)With six to 

eight feet per line. This is universally recognized as the chancerian 

favorite (b) and was not brot by Chancer into use in the last half of 

the fourteenth century. (c). Next come two stanzas of four lines each 

separate, but in the same form of alternating 5 and 4 foot lines rhy

ming(a b a b.) The style and tone of these are less patronising than 

the first stanzas, ore nearly the character of the earlier Bannes , and 

at any rate distinctly different from the Ch cerian type . 13 is of 

(a) Not Anglo-saxon but English. 
(b) He used it in ' TroiluB and Criseyde 'J ' Parlement of oules, ' 

and nany shorter poems . 
, (c) Kaluza p.256-7 . "The stanza (a b a b b c c)has three parts, the 

pedes (A ~ (Ab) and the ca a(b c C!). Chancer took this stanza from Fr6nch verses; 
hut i: iS'his merit to have in:~g~uced it into English poetry . etc." 



the sevenline type, as are also 15, 16, (18 as in Deimling),23, 

(24 as in Deimling), 25, 29 , 30, 31, making 20 in allJ,8 As printed 

, in Wright is two separate quatrains very irregular, while in Deimling 

sole by reordering of phrases a seven-line stanza with just a single 

line out of tune, is formed . 24 in Wright is composed of five lines 

to which Deimlingls print adds the necessary two to complete the udt. 

29 is the same in the two texts except that Wright separates the last 

three from the first four verses, doubtless because of its coming 

just after a group of separate quatrains . All the remaining stanzas 

are detached quatrains, 12 in number, at t he end of which Deiml~ng ' s 

text from Ms . B.175 adds a late sixline stanza made like the 7 line 

form with the fifth line dropped. The Rogers 'Breauarye' version 

adds 24 lines to the Ms . h version. (a). 

Thruout both forms irregularity due probably to corruption 

of texts wis prevalent. Ms . h then has been made over in part, since 

its forru is irregular and twof old . Of the form types represented 

the quatrain is simpler and older , being more nearly parallel chron

ologically with the form of Ms . 2150, and once exceedingly popular in 

early French metrical romance . The fact that the portion actually 

announcing the plays appears for the most part in this sirupler form 

is natural , for a scribe would have ,difficulty in rendering accepted 

titles and descriptions into a new form as acceptible to the town

folk audiences as the old . Further ore the beginning of the Banes 

occurs in the later more complicated measure, which would naturally 

be touched first by a reviser, the more so since it furnished subject 

matter which invited, even demanded in the mind of the remodeller 

explanation , expansion and apology . Perception of the necessity of 

(a) Furniva1 IID . Pls. II app.p .xx. 
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excuse, for the play in itself was a very late thing which could 

only occur after restless stirrings of the Reformation dawn . Re

ligion about 1500 and even before began to rouse itself from the 

stupor of huddling tradition which had bound it so long, Churchmen 

startled themselves up into bustling inquiries as to the realty of 

this suddenly born day , and immediately old facts and forms of dark

ness were cleared away. Hence the consciousness that these popish 

plays were not quite the thing, they had lost their twilight meaning 

in clearer day . 'f:hen this apology in its later accompanying form is 

the work of a scribe probably between the years 1500 and 1550 at the 

latest . 

The relationship between the two versions of the banes is 

not distinct . They are too far apart , as they now exist, for the 

latter to have been made from the first . Perhaps the second was made 

directly from the cycle . Some transitional form there must have been 

that is now lost . The sole remaining link between them is the cycle 

of plays which belonged once with Ms . 2l50, once with Ms . h Banes . 

Exactly what this connection amounts to must be deferred until after 

a review of the cycle plays . 

2 . 
COMPARISON OF BANES AND PLAYS. 

At this point comparison of titles, crafts and episodes 

prescribed in the banes with those actually surviving in the plays 

themselves will help to define any such banes-and-cycle relationship . 

Matter inserted in the plays after form3,tion of the cycle ould ap

pear in Ms . h , tho not necessarily in Ms . 2l50, and early kinds of 

material prescribed in the early Bannes but lacking in Ms . h, both 

would assist in determining the relative positions of the two manu-

scripts . 
-42 
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has double headings for each pageant - one English , one Latin -

one of which (the Latin) omits a number for play XVII, hence 

making the cycle total 24 plays in agl·eement with Harl . 2013 banes. 

All lists have identical numbering of plays up to the seventeenth, 

where a break occurs in the Ms .h list by reaaon of joining of the 

sixteenth and seventeenth plays into one, thus shifting the number

ing of each succeeding piece one place back. The Latin subheadings 

of the individual plays (a) agree with this by omitting a number 

for play 17 and counting off t he following pieces accordingly. 

This is clearly the mistake of the scribe, who noticed plot of 

the seventeenth to be a direct continuation of that just preceding, 

and according to his ideas of dramatic technique, later than that 

embodied in the matter before him, having decided the two pieces 

were parts of one drama, he re.lled them one. This makes twenty-

four plays in the group , but there are twenty-five, and so numbered 

in their titles, in Breviary list, and Harl.3150, - except in the 

last case a play i9 set in as the twenty-third making twenty-six 

in all . That original twenty-third, 'T,,'assUIDPcon ' by wyves of the 

Towne' was an early and al~ays favorite drama (if that word ~ay be 

applied to such privitive products as a~y of these) for we know it 

was often played singly or with one or two other pageants on the 

occasion of an high official's visit to Chester. 

1477 is the earliest recorded performance of any portion 

of this cycle. In the margin of Ms . 2150 ,alongside of the twenty-third 

play is the notice "played in 1477." Ormerod (b) quotes from a manu-

(a) Wrirrht ' s tvxt. 
(b) History of Cheshire. v.I ps.233-383 from Mss . 2l25/ 205. 

and "Vale-Royal It. 
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script a record dated 1488 , "Also in this yeare the Assumption of 

our Ladye was plaid in the Bridgestrete of Chester before Lord 

Strange . " Morris (a) has the same record but the performance at 

Hi gh Cross (b) . In 1499 (c) Ormerod again says , "It appeareth 

tha t the Watch on Midsummer Eve began this year; also Prince Arthur 

came to Chester Aug. 4, and the Assumption of our Lady was played 

before him at Abbeygates . " "for which he gave a silver medal to the 

smiths (still preserved) (d) .n Later performances of this pageant 

are mentioned only in Morris history (p . 322), "1515 Play of Assump

tion played in St . John ' s Churchyard . (Harl . Mss . 2l25,206 . ) It was 

then evidently in cycle , and referred to in Banes . Omitted in 

Bellin ' s 1600 Ms . Discontinued in Ed. VI reign (e) probably for 

religious feeling. " Doubtless he meant in the last clause , dis

continuance of this play in the cycle , for in another place (f) 

he refers to a very late separate performance - "1575, Shepherd 

Play and Assumption of Our Lady given in St . John ' s Churchyard . " 

If this play vanished from the collection about 1550, it would seem 

that the Banes (ms . h) which do not allude to it , were written at 

that time or shortly after . From general characteristics and form, 

they would be classified in a period at least fifty (g) years prior 

(a) "Chester in P1antaganet and Tudor Reigns" p . 322. 
(b) Ibid . However in a different chap.he loc ~tes the High cross 

at end of Bridge street . 
(c) Ormerod I (Ibid ) "orri6 (lbi~ha6 in different places made it 1497. 

1498 respectively . 'However the sarne date is meant for the two writers based 
all their dates each on a different year basis. 

(dd Morris (i bid) p. 64 adds High Crosse and Abbey Gates . 
(e) 1547-53 . 1547 was date Corpus Christie procession and great 

cel "bration were abandoned . . 
(~) Ibid p.ns . 
(g) Xv9n this is a very late date to give as. the re-appearance of 

the century old Ch erian stanza. Ho 'Iever.l Chestnans were of the type 
that clings to old things rather than that which institutes the radical ne • 
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to t his, wheref ore we judge the item in question to have been struck 

out of the Banes in copying as we find them or more probably the 

assumption was left out at the time of making over. This play 

inserted now into Ms .h Banes in its allotted place would come in 

the midgst of a seven line stanza. Inasmuch as it was viewed 

in the light of a separate piece in 1515, mention of it as cycli

cal might have been dropped even before that date, thus making 

plausible in this respect at least the making over of the Banes 

about 1500. It was a simple enough matter , and could not affect 

the sense or form of its context. Beyond the later notion of 

joining the 16th and 17th plays in Banes 2013, and the provision 

in Bannes 2150 for an old play which was an early part of the 

cycle and later dropped, pageant numberings prove not~ing, while 

in these two cases our conclusion~, that t he latter is very early 

and t he former comparatively late probably dating in revision 

about 1500 , are greatly stregthened. 

(B) The actors of the plays at various periods 

might Show change or development of cycle performance . Crafts 

at all times were the players . 
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CRAFTS OF CHESTER AS PLAYERS. 

Only variants are given) and ommissions in brackets. 

2150 Banes 

L. Tanners 
2. en of Draperye 
') Watar1eders &: ... . 

Dra\Jers of Dee 
4 . Barbers &: waxe 

Chaund1ers 
5. Cappers &: 

Pynners 
5. Wrights &: 

slaters 
7. Painters,glasiars 

&: Broderers 
8 . Vintners 
9 . Mercers 
10 . Gou1desmythis 

&: masons 
11. Smythis 

12. Glover 

13 . Buchers 
14. Corvesers 
15. Bakers 
16. FletchersJ 

bowyers &: 
Covlpers 

17. Iromnongers 
18. Cookes and 

Hostelers 

19. Skynners 

20. Sadlers & 
Foysters 

2l. Taylors 
22. Fysshe 

23 . 
mongers 
Wyves of 
Towne 

24. Sherman 
25. Hawste rs 
26. Weyvers 

---------

Add.10) 305 &: 
H. 2124 

2124 (waxe 
Chaund1ers) 
(Lynnan drapers) 
same as pynners-2124. 

(Slaters )-2124 

(b roderers) -both 
Mss 

(Gouldesmythes) 
-2124 

Blac ksmythe s 

(rest of 2124 not 
available) 

&: stringers 

&: ropers 

(Hostelers) 

(Foysters) 

Clothe Workers(same) 
Dyars 
Websters (saroe) 

-17-

H.2013 Banes 

Lynnan Drapers 

(broderers) 

archants 

& Uynetrills 

& stringers &: 
irel'!longers 

( ) 

(hostelers) 

( ) 

&: Diers 

1574 List 

& Barkers 
& Hosieres 

&: Leechas 

&: Wyardrawers 

& Tylers) aubers 
&: Thatchares 

&: archantas 
&: Spicers 

&: forberers 
&: pe ~terers 
Ii parchment 

make rs 

& . 1ners. 
&: stringers 
& Turners 

& ropers 

&: tapsters 
&: Inkeapers 

& Cardnakers , 
&: HattersJPoynters 

girdlers 

( ) 

&: Bellfounders 
&: Walkers . 



- -- --- .-- ~ 

From t~i8 tabulation there are three observations to be 

made . 
(a) The tendency of trades to specialize, so that in later 

times the crafts were subdivided within themselves. The nelly sprung 

up branches remained together, nevert heles9 , in bringing forth their 

play. 
(b) In the case of two or more crafts being responsible 

(in the banes) for a play (a), the play heading of Ms .h calls for 

one of the assigned crafts while Ms . H. designates both companies 

or the other one. Such variation would be the result of poverty in 

one company for a year or two, hence the playing of the pageant by 

the rest of the group during that period. 

these periods the cycle copies were made. 

In one or another of 

(c) Companies never exchanged their plays, - unless the 

occasion, when Smiths gave iThassumpcon of our Ladye' in 1515, be 

overlooked. Because the Smiths were deemed worthy (b) to present 

'Our Lady 's Purification', it seemed fitting that they should pre

sent the same person in another scene, the more so since accor~ng 

to their accounts (c) they were nearly always prosperou6, hence 

capable of bearing a double burden. 

Mss .2l50 and 2013 banes are almost identical, and nearer 

one another by far than Ms .h is to the 1574 list. It is to be noticed 

that play headings cling to their traditional form, while the pageants 

themselves at their final appearance anyway were set forth by the more 

manifold 'occupac9ns ' than of old; and ithout doubt with considerable 

verbal variation from the text they differeed in every performance 

thruout their history. 

(a) For example pageants 4/ 5)6 and 10. 
(b) (On perhaps in a spirit of irony they I the Blacksmi thsl 

were allOVled .) 
(c) 140 rris 



(c) PLAY TITLES AND EPISODES PRESCRIBED 

IN THE BANES AND ROGERS' 1574 list. 

(From the point of view of the Banes) 

Only Variants given. 

Me . 2150 Add.10305 

1. Hevenly manshon l 

creation of angels 
& fall of Lucifere 

Fall of Lucifer 

2. Paradyse J mappa 
mundi Adam & EVe 

3. Noyes Ship 
4. Abram to sley 

Isack 
5. Balack & Balam 

on an asae. 
6. Salutation} 

Octavian &. Sybel l 

Nativi ty 
7. Sheppards 
8. 3 Kings of Colyn 

before Herode 
9. Present::..tion 

10.Herode 
slewe the 
innocents 

1l.Candlemas 
day caryage 

12. Satan 
tempted Cryst 

l3.Toumb of 
Lazarey 

l4.Jerusalem 
caryage 

15.Maunday 
16.Tormentors 

bobbyde God 
17.Jesus dyed 

on ye rode 
l8.Cryst 

brake Hell 
19 . Resurrection 
20 . Castell of 

Enrallse 
21.Aesencyon 
22 . Wyt 

Sonday 

Creation & Fal11 
&: Death of Abel 

Histories of Lot 
and Abraham 
Balaam on his Asse 

Salutation 
Nativity 

Three Kings 

Offering &: Return 
of 3 Kings 

Purification 

Temptation 
! Woman in 
Adultery 
( 2124 Adds. De 
Chelidonis ceco) 
Entry into 
Jerusalem 
Christ Betrayed 
Passion 

Crucifixion 

Harrowing 
of Hell 

Pilgrims of 

Emission of 
Holy Ghost 
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Ms . 2013 Banes 

(10305) 

Same as 10305 

! Offering of 
Melchisedecke 

Octavian d: 
beirth of Christe 

InHerode's realm 
Nativity 

How Harode 
raged at Retum 

1574 List 

(10305 ) 

Creation of 
ye Worlde.-

with j.{oyes 

Nativity 

--' s Off ring 
King Harral d &. 
ye mounte victoriall. 
Ye 3 Kings 
of Collyn 

of Kings & Slaughter 
of Babes . 
( ) 
Doctors in Temple 
Temptation Pinackle ! 

Last Supper 
Christe's death 
&. scourginge 
( ) 

oman of Canan 

aunday 
Scourginge 

~ Women &. Disciples d: Apostles 

d: ye makinge 
of the Creede. 



---~-

~50 Add.10305 M6.2013 Banes 1574 List 

23. Lady ) ( ) ( 
Thassurnpcon 

24. Proph6ttys Ezechiel - before ye 
day of Dome 

25. 
26. 

of coming of 
Anticrist. 
Antycryst 8: Enocke 8: Hely 
Day of Doomsday ende of orld 8: 

Dame Doomsday 

Fundamental features of the cycle are approached in the 

survey of pageants and scenes provided for by the banes . By de
ni term~ng what is old in the banes, and nei in t he plays, and exam-

ining its nature and age, the relative positions of cycle and banes 

are to be defined. By that which is homogeneous in bot h, or at 

most the same kind of heterogeneity, they are bound toget her in a 
m.s-. 

common identity. Let it be said t he ,,2l50 Bannes are of ancient 

date (1300 possiblY) , the Ms .h Banes late as 1500, t hen if the 

collection of pageants is made of materials later than woull have 

appeared about 1300, but required in the 1500 announcement , obvious

ly the cycle belongs with the latter, and that it had ever been 

related to the former at all, could only be concluded by assuming 

a very late revision and assimilation of foreign material . Vice 

versa, should the cycle retain a similar list of material and a 
7h.s. 

simplicity uniform with that of the ~2150 Bannes, at t he same time 

devoid of ehange demanded by t he later proclamation, it would pro

perly be identified as belonging with the early manuscript. 

This matter is best taken up by individual ys . Ms .2150 

is particular in specification of the first pageant episodes, a 

thing characteristic of very few of t he remaining plays, where in a 
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majority of cases the title is one noun . No incident however 

appears in this description not still surviving in the play. In 

Play II , this same descriptive treatment enables us to know what 

belonged at an early time, and because the Ms . h Banes and Ms . W 

include a scene more for this portion of the cycle we surmise a 

growth, the expansion of an Adam and Eve story to the present Adam 

and Eve and family version of it . Apparently Chester was not con

cerned in the beg( ning about Abel and Cain , hence their later ac

quisition. It is merely noted here , the play study itself will 

reveal the real state of affairs . Play IV apparently also under-

went change . 
( ) 
Melchiaedecke and Lot play no part in the Bannes , 

not in Rogers list , for that matter , which signifies nothing. 

(Rogers was making an outline of the cycles last program, and he 

referred to the plays, not what they contained. ) There is an appar

ent contradition to such a statement in his mention of the very next 

title "Kinge Balack & Balaam with Moyses . " inasmuch as "Moyses ' is 

absent in all parallel titles . Again we must suppose a change in 

the history of a play. In the next, the 'Salutation ' of the 

Bannes seems to have been included in the prophecy-idea suggested 

by Octavian and the ' Sybel ' , in Msh . "Kinge Harrald & ye mounte 

victoriall" are peculiar . ithout doubt they indicate the !agi 

pageant , Harrald is Herode, but "ye mounte Victoriall n is a puzzle . 

Perhaps the Arabian charger or camel of a ise man is meant . It 

may be that this title describes the steward representing the craft's 

play, riding _ dressed as the chief character, in this case a swag

gering Herod _ in the parade . In speaking of this very play one 
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Chester chronicler makes note (a), Play 9 , Presentation evidently 

means of kings ' gifts . The scribe of Ms . h was evidently confused 

as to both 9 and 10, altho he managed to get in all the material . 

Ms . h again is in error in the case of t~ eleventh pageant , for it 

substitutes a different play for the Smiths in place of t~ Purifi-

cation. The Doctors in the Temple, not being included in Ms . 2150, 

must be a later acquisition. The Temptation play also acquired a 

new scene - the Woman in Adultery - after its first form . The 

' Tormentors bobbyde God ' expression is peculiar , but seems to imply 

the Scourging. Ye makeinge of ye Creede in Wyt Sonday pageant 

sounds like an emendation of the play text . 
~ Tassumpcon has been 

A 

elsewhere explained. The first Antichrist play is named Ezechiel 

in Ms . W, from one of its dramatis personae. The second according 

to the later Banes has tucked in a couple of new characters , doubt-

less from an extraneous source . Of the last play the title evi-

dently conveyed sufficient meaning of itself . 

The rediscovered Banes , appearing in one of the oldest 
~a~s 

English ballad measure, are obviously earlier than s . hAin both pro-

sody , spirit , ~yle, and list of oontent . Their simplicity and 

primitive wording together with the foregoing qualities point to a 

date of composition for them as early as 1300 or before . Ms . h is 

in every respect the product of a later age than the former . It bears 

little resemblance to it, and that a natural result of identical sub-

ject matter for both . To which of these Banes the plays in their 

present con~tion now stand nearest, will be determined in examination 

(a) Rupert Morris : p.310. "When star appears in the East it is made 
to move by little angell carrying it in his arms and kin s follow by comin~ down 
from stage J mounting horses and riding round a fe minut9s among spectators." 
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of these severally. The list of pageants at their last appear-

ance shows craft development in Chester, the abiding fealty in 

guild brotherhoods , and likewise the steady durance of traditional 

custom among simple, sturdy town-folk of Chester . It indicates 

no growth in the cycle after making of Harl . 20l3 Banes, a manu

script which from the nature of its prosidy and details of content 

(a) must be assigned to the year 1500 or thereabouts . 

(a) Matters of t he lost play and relation to Corpus Christ i 
Festival . 
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B. ~ CYCLE. 

In order not to detain the reader disproportionately long 

with anyone piece , this discussion of the cycle will be given in 

as condensed a form as possible . For this reason, and aleo to 

avoid much repetition which according to any other plan would be 

necessary, all the pageants are here classified at once on the basis 

of prosody. ith exception of two instances , every cyclical scene 

occurs in one of the three metric forms found in the two versions of 

the Banes . 

1st TYEe (aaabaaab) 

Harl. Mss . 
2150,261 Banes 

II Creation & Fall, 
& Death of Abel. 

III Noah ' s Flood 

IV Histories of Lot 
and Abraham 

V Balaam and 
his Asse.(lrreg . ) 

VI. Salutation & 
Nativity . (Irreg.) 

VII.Shepherd ' s Play 
(Irreg . more primitive 

form (aabaab) 

VIII Three Kings 

( Xl. 

x. 

Offering of 
3 Kings 

Slaughter of 
Innocents 

2nd TyPe (abababab) 

12 stanzas-Banes 
Harl. .As. 2013 

I Fall of Lucifer 

Gossippes Songe 
8 lines 

(Irregul ari ties) 

(Irregulari ties) 

(Irregulari ties) 
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3rd TYEe (ababbcc) 

The rest of Bannes 
Harl . 2013 

11 stanzas 



XI. PuriIic21.t ion 
Part I 

XII. Temptation & 
Woman in Adultery 

XIII . Lazarus 
(Irreg.) 

XIV. Christ I s Ent ry 
into .1erusalem 

XV . Christ Betrayed 

XVII Crucifixion 
(Irreg. ) 

XVIII . Harrowing of 
Hell 

XIX . Resurrection 

XX. Pilgrims of 
Eraans 

XXI. Ascension 

XXII . Emission of Holy 
Ghost 

XXIII . Ezechiel 
(Irreg. ) 

XXIV. Antichrist 
Much evidence 
of ftte primitive 
(aabaab) as in 
VII . 

XXV. Doomsday . 

Part II Doctors in 
Temple 

(Irregularities) 
1 block 4 stanzas} 
rest scattered 

Last port ion of 
Antichrist (3 stanzas) 

6 stanzas 

The first type of rhyme measure is that in which the 

early Banes were written and practically the whole body of the 

cycle as well. It is my opinion that this and the t 0 other 

types represent three periods of development of the cycle. The 

work as a whole was written and twice afterward changed by dif-
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, .L 
ferent scribes, in the way of redaction . Its original form 

in English was the rim~couee which developed directly from the 

"six tail-rime or romance-six (aab aab) " so prominent in med

iaeval metrical romances and Liturgical pieces - services , 

hymns) and clerical plays . Doubtless additions were made to 

the cycle text after its composition, but in imitation of its 

original meter , which because of its utter simplicity was easily 

copied. It was used as early as 1200 by English writers; Mr . 

Saintsbury (a) and Mr . Kaluza (b) have explained it; and Mr . 

Davidson (c) says , "The whole Chester cycle was written by a 

poet who attempted to use the stanza (aaabaaa~, but frequently 

resorted t o (aaabcccb) as an easier stanza, and sometimes lost 

his footing completely." The confusion he attributes to the 

poet was his own failure to detect a cause for the very evident 

patches of a di fferent scribe ' s handiwork. Mr . Hohlfeld (d) 

had a simi lar notion , and also mentioned "bits in another meter, 

which betray themselves as brot in from elsewhere or later made 

admixtures , are to be found also in Cheater - in Plays I, VII , 

VIII , XI , XIII , and XIX . The obviously later additions i n 

VIII and XIII were written in Chancerian stanza (ababbcc) which 

we have formerly met in none of the O. E. mystery cycles , but in 

which, beside these two places in Ch , also the pr logue , written 

in 1600, was composed , the author of hich is therefore identi-

cal with that ." He to be sure has noticed all the varieties of 

(a) Geo . E. Saintsbury , History of English Prosody . I . 
(b) Max Kaluza, Short History of EnSlish Versific~tion . 
(c) Charl es Davidson, Studies in the English Mystery Plays . 1892-~ . 126. 

This passage gives (aabaa~ and (aabccb~ evidently a misprint as it occurs under 
the heading ' aaabaaab and aaabcccb ' . 

(d ) Die Altenglischen Kollektivmisterien . Anglia 1889 .Vol . XI .p . 252 . 
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meter . present,but he has neither described , nor i n any way 

accounted for the second form . He disregarded the appearance 

of the latter - because of the scattering and fragmentary 

nature of the bits perhaps - in Ms . h Banes (12 stanzas) , Play 

III one stanza Goseippes Songe , disjunct irregularities tho 

fairly f requent in Plays IX and X, and the Demon scene in 

Play XXIV 6 quatrains . All these together confirm my theory 

(a) , since in this meter (abababab) there is manifested the 

visible touch of the first of two redactors . 

The first revision was made consciously in a different 

but equally old strophe form (eight lines in alternate rhyme , 

usually four stresses) probably ithin a hundred years of the 

first writing. It is unlikely so old a form would be revived 

at a date much later than 1375, or 1400 at the most . More-

over the style and spirit of text portions in this meter are on 

a par with those in the former . The fact, that one whole play 

(I) and half of another (XI) occur in the second type , prevents 

the suggestion that the second is a variation or irregularity 

of the first eight- line strophe form. Inasmuch as the "Fallinge 

of Lucifer " and the - Doctors in the Temple ~ plays are both said 

to be borrowed form Towneley or York (b) , where it is to be 

noticed this second type (in Chester) of poetic form is the 

vehicle of the model , it is possible tp~t the scribe who insert

ed these into Chester was the one to touch the whole cycle here 

(a) Of the three periods of cyclical development . 
(b) Hohlfeld l Die Altenglischen Kollsktivmist9rien. p . 260-5, says that 

Ch XI corresnonds to Y XX and T XVIII, but is too corrupt to be identifiedj 
He thinks th~ true source was sometning between the present Y and T versions. 
C. Davidson: Studies in English Mysteries) p .130 . 
Ungemach : Die Quellon der Funf Ersten . 

" Chester Plays . Falling of Lucifer related to Le istare du Viel Testament 
and York . -57-
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and there with it and to rewrite the Banes in the same strophic 

form . The second revision was merely a making over of sub

stance already belonging in the cycle~ it added words as well 

as a distinct variety to the metric nature of the group~ but 

was much less extensive in compass of material than the first 

revision ~ effecting only three portions of the group~ plays 

VIII and XIII and Me . h Banes . These Banes represent those 

written in the first cyclical revision (in Abababab strophe) 

so much made over in the second that only a comparatively few 

bits of original cloth show between patches . Then the play 

series go with both Banes , majority of the text with the early 

version and the rest with the more recent one, and being para

llel (in one part and another) with them in form , style and 

content, they must be dated in a corresponding fashion . The 

Ms . 2l50 Banes were placed tentativelY at 1300 tho appearing 

in a form frequently used as early as 1200 . "There is fair 

evidence", says Mr . Saintsbury (a),"that the cycle in its ori

ginals was pretty old - it may, perhaps ~ have been t~e oldest 

of all _ and this is confirmed by the prosody. " The probability 

is strong that the Arne ay tradition~ of so long standing and 

unwavering a nature~ is correct~ the simple speech as well as 

its prosodic form i9 ancient, and the internal evidence in all 

its general characteristics bespeaks a very early date of com

pOSition, the time of John Arneway t s mayoralty being none too 

early . Then between 1268 and 1277 - about 1270 to simplify 

the statement _ these English cyclical "playes were begon truly. " 

(a) "History of English Pros6dy" vol . I ~ p . 216 . 
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One single objection could hinder the immediate acceptance , 

by those who have read the pl ays , of this date for their origin, 

which is the item of the Oorpus Christi procession in the early 

Banes . This is easily explained by the fact that the Banes

idea came from the cycle plays , it was an afterthought em-
I 

bodied, after the group had taken shape, in the same metric 

f orm of its pattern , and that (because in such early times 

intellectual , literary and all other progress was much slower 

to develop~ ) any time within the following twenty-five or 

even forty or fifty years . It is very likely that the first 

Banes were produced in or close to 1328 , since records have 

clung so fondly to that year . The Banes were made over, the 

plays slightly expanded and touched here and there by the same 

hand doubtless before or about 1400 , and another revision of 

these near the end of the fifteenth century , completed the 

development of chestrian Mysteries . 

The change and growth of the members of the group 

is only to be observed in examination of each play by itself . 

By means of such an analysis , furthermore , in elimination of 

extraneous and late material, we may acchieve a conception of 

what then original cycle comprised . 

The Fall of Lucifer is a rather short play of 

310 lines , prevailingly regular throughout in the second tfpe 

of strophic form . There are several variations,regular in 

themselves , of the typical rhyme scheme (abababab) occurring 

again and again in the course of the piece , na ely ,(ababbab~ 
(ababcbcb), ababcdcd), (ababacac) and (ababbcbq). Droppi ng of half 

s t anzas and corruption thru transmission of text account for 
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them. Harl . 2124 text of this play is more regular , rather it 

repairs the faulty passages by reaarangement of words or use 

of synonyms, in most cases , in Add . 10305. It even goes 

farther by doubling up lines considerably, making of many 

lines in Wright ' s text half the number in its own (Deimling's) 

but these of twice the number of beats . (a) - The heading 

and two detached first lines in Ms . W become in Ms . H a regular 

quatrain; (b) _forty-six non-rhymed lines (2-48 in r . ) become 

three regular eightline stanzas of seven, eight-, and a few 

nine-stressed verses; (c)-the next four short lines are put 

into long line measure by attaction of the preceding, and 

made so by li terary padding}. and (d) - stanza 9 of ~ls . h ~ 

numbering eight lines (6 , 7,8 stresses~ ~ made of fifteen 

verses in Addl . lOZ05 (3,4,5 stresses) . There is little action . 

Lucifer , covetous of God ' s brightness and po er, in His absence 

usurps the thrcne . God returns to find Heaven in disorder, 

banishes Lucifer and Lighteborne to Hell, where they) turned to 

dellions , rage and plot against mankind . God ser onizes on 

text "Pride", and concludes -i th creation of daylight and 

darkness as analogies to fair and foul, the first day. The 

whole play is one piece and was borro ed dou tless from a.ay 

to supersede some little Lucifer play prior to it that had proved 

inadequate . The original cycle iould scarcely have included 

this piece , it is not founded on either liturgical basis or the 

Bible but the fir~t Banes provide for some such play. 
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The next play continues the Creation consistently 

in strict accordance ~dth Genesis . After the expulsion from 

Eden when Eve is cons oling herself ~th her"sweate children, 

darlinges deare ," suddenly 'Cayme' announces, 

"Mother, for south I tell yt thee, 

A tylle man I am, and so will I be;" 

Here begins a new scene which judged by modern dramatic cri

terione would be considered absolutely inconsistent at t his 

place . Nevertheless the whole Creation play is, I think, one 

ccmposition . Ita form, language and tone are homogenecuB 

thruout, and there are no tag-marks even in the nay of verse 

irregularities by which one could separ' te any part of the 

play fro~ the rest and say, this is a different piece of work . 

In the middle ages motivation, character or setting consistency, 

relevancy, ~d in fact any sort of dramatic technique was little 

thot of. Stories were acted out as they were received with 

stage contrivances n,ore or less elaborate, often q i te inappro-

pri'te . Further ore this play is one of those written, I believe, 
.... 

directly from the Vulgate and Lectionee of Lenten season a t the 

time of Cycle formation. And so the "s leate children", gTO m 

to manhood between speeches, decide on t heir vocations and see 

a propitio~s beginning of their life work by sacrifice. 'Abe.l's 

offerin g is accepted, but Cayme sees t he econo ic v,'aste of burn-

in g hi s be s t, -

"This corne standinge, as note I thee! 

as eaten with beastes, men maye see, 

God, tLou getteste noe better of e, 

Be t r ou never so gryme . 
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Hit were pittye l by my penne ! 

Ttis eared corne for to bren l 

Therefore the divill hang me than, 

and thou of this get ought ! It 

His sacrifice is refused , he beguiles Abell to a field where 

the story goes on with only slight elaboration as in the Bible l 

ending with the farewll of Cayme and the lament of his nwame 

and dadd ." 

Play III is short (328 l i nes) and in the Ms . 

version incomplete . The reader is amazed when roah , his 

faLily having just entered the ark (on which the animals are 

painted) the next moment begins to prepare grateful offerings 

because dryland is safely reached. ihat is lacking of this 

situation is quite restored in Ms . H by a scene evidently lost 

from the forr. er text , in which singing of psalms to v: hile 

away the rain l the passage of forty daye l the flights of 

raven and dove and return of the latter l God ' s commandment, 

and exit from the ark l are all contained. This is also a play 

of one piece of the sane type too as that just discussed . A 

livelier , non-religious , more hum8.n tone rings thru the dialogue 

of both than doee in some of the parts of the cycle of Ii turgi-

cal origin . One change tho slight has occured in the text , 

the inserted ' Gossippes Songe ' 

The fl ude comes fii ttinge in full faste I 

One everye syde that spreades full farre j 

For feare of drowninge I am agastej 

Good gossippes , lett us dra\,,:e nere . 

And lett us drinke or we departe l 
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For ofte tymes we have done soe; 

For att a draughte thou drinkes a quarte, 

And soe will I doe or I goe . 

Heare is a pottill full of Malbmsine good and stronge; 

It will rejoyce bouth harte and tonge; 

Though Noye thinke us never so longe , 

Heare we will drinke alike ." 

The last four lines are in the meter of the play, 

and they formerly were I think the address of ' Noyes Tiffe ' 

to"her gossippes everyechone", the mention of these in her 

last speech but one, and the content of this half .. stanza sug

gested possibilities to the reviser, whence the song. It 

could not have been added to the play, for there are no para

l~els in literature, altho there are differert Noah and falliily 

disputes in Townely, York , and Cursor Uundi . 

The fourth pageant, Histories of Lot and Abraham 

(487 verses), is curiously one of the most consistently regular 

in meter of the 1 hole Chester collection, yet in content it is 

obviously made up of asse~bled episodes . First of all Abraham 

dispatches ' Lote ' from the play in his initial speech . Lot 

trAnks Abraham and relliains by thru the elchi aedek scene ap-

parer. tly just to copy his more capable brother's giving of t;:)ift' s , 

after wnicr he is not . Melchi aedek's chief use is the bearing 

of abrede and wyneR to Abraham , so as to furnish the ceming 1?X-

positor an illustration of his orction on Communion . ext 

Abraham is confeling wi th God, as a result of vrhich Isaac is 
" 

promi sed , and tl:e Exposi tor again closes the seene tti s time 
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explaining baptism. The MelchiBedek episode, with its three 
'-. 

scenes, makes up a third of the play. The Abraham and Isaac 

episode proceeds directly from the c~ose of the forgoing l an 

er..tirely new play, the only connection ,of which wi th what 

went before is the reappearance of the Characters Abraham 

and God , and possibly Isaac - in the first only a promise , 

in the last a stripling lad. The only attempt at transition 

from one scene to another is the Expositor who cements together 

the bodies of material absolutely unlike in action and spiritual 

attitude . While the first episode has a fundamentally 

theological tone , beneath its rant and bombast)its significance 

has been put there while the purely reverent spirit of the 

Sacrifice portion comes down from its previous ecclesiaet.ical 

form . From internal qualitY I then, regardless of external 

forni , it is to be seen that the l!elchiaedel<. scenes are an 

addition to the play of Abraham ' s Sacrifice . In the latter 

we come upon an ancient Old Testan,ent play, performed nD doubt 

generations before its incorporation in the cycle, durin e the 

Preparatory period to Easter . Its long life explains the 

expansion and infinite detail of both conversation and feeling . 

A particular problem relating to this play; nanelY I its connec

tion with the Brome Abraham and Isaac Play , ill be discussed 

at length in a separate chapter cefore the conclusion of this 

paper . 
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-n. 
Another rem~nt of Liturgical Drama survives in Bala am the 

prophet . The Ms . H version of this play has been printed by 

Mr . J . M. Manly in his book Specimens of Pre-Shakesperian Drama, 

See Vol . I Introd . also . ' A Balaam episode~ it occurs also 

in a somewhat imperfect form in the Benedi ctbeuern Christmas 

play, in the Chester Whitsun Plays , and in the French ' Mist~re 

du~ Viel Testament .' In the Chester cycle the Balaam scene is 

an episode ~ in the Processus Prophetarum, as it is in the 

Benedictbeuern play, etc . (N e~e ) · In the version . 1592, 

followed by Wright ** the accompanying prophets have disap

peared , and the Balaam story has become the main subject .' (a) . 

Both Mss . 10305 and 2124 are fairly regular in meter and rhyme 

scheme , but the two vary in order of episode , and the last 

third of the action is idely separate in the two manuscripts 

each from the other . Add . lO , 305 has the simpler and more 

natural order of incidents , while Harl . 2l24 has a later, in 

many cases very much mixed arrangement . Explanations are re-

peated - the tablets and God ' s law are~plained three times 

by God to Moses) by Expositor to audience , and by Moses to his 

people ; necessary details are omitted - God ' s command upon 

Moses to go to Sinai , and before that Moses ' necessary and 

natural reply to God ' s first corumands j and at the same time 

unnecessary stuff is added - Princeps Synagogae speaks as a 

(a) See Hardin Craig . Modsrn Philology Notes X No . 4. 
The Origin of Old Testament Plays . p . 3. 
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n"ediator between the fearing people and God, and eulogi zes 

Moses ; I Balacke, does a little extra cursing of Balaam 

between two such spells allowed him in Ms . Viand also after

ward a fourth time, tho in the end he gives Balaam one more 

chance; all these of course in the scenes corresponding in 

the two versions. The difference between the two in the 

last episode is due to the fact that Addl.Me . 10305, repre

sents a Balaam play (developed and complete in itself) grown 

out of a Balaam portion of a list of prophets (a), whereas 

Harl . 2124 reveals Balaam still in his original environment, 

like a flower that came up by the roots, when you meant to 

pick it, a part of the old Prophetal drama of ecclesiastical 

beginning. The scene here is a mere relic. The prophecies 

are in very old diction and of religious tone, they for~ a 

succession of detached speeches without action, amplified at 

each point by an ExpOSi tor and conal uding with a doctor's 

address to the audience somewha t parallel to the ending in 

the other text (ms.W). 

Plays VI - X form a composite Nativity unit. In 

so religious a town as early Chester as, there must certainly 

have been a Christmas as well as an Easter cycle of Church 

plays. The framework of what now makes up the Nativity group 

remains from such a Christmas eycle. Scenes have been appended, 

(a) Origin of Old Testament Plays . p.3. 
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yet of such character usually as to emphasize the story. The 

Salutation and Nativity play is written in one piece and is 
yo 

the Ches~ian representative of a Nativity performance popular 

thruout ~ediaeval Europ@ Mr o Hemin~way has assempled numerous 

English versions among them printing the play now under dis

cussion (a) . A highly developed version in French and one to 

which the Chester i9 said to resenlble is to be found in 'Le 
;' Mistere dut!( Viel Testament . t (b). It abounds in li ttle dis-

turbances of rhyme, insignificant in themselves, but neverthe

less, even these are of a sort that helps to strengthen our 

conclusion for they are the same types of unusual irregulari-

ties thruout the piece , particularly the strophe form (aaa aaaaa.) 

which occurs six times principally near the beginning and toward 

the end o The Octavian and Sibyi scene is required by the early 

Banes, it is an old b Ot , but not based I think on any clerical play. 

This must have been brot to the cycle at its fornlation since the 

whole is innately coherent in subject matter and inte~gral in 

form . The Shepherds are too well known to need description . 

Their play of the " ache" has evolved from the "stella " and 

"Pastores" liturgical plays, next oldest to the "passion" and 

"Resurrection." The very rhyme and meter of its Latin progeni

tors has in part survived - the strophe (332332-aabaab) . Con

struction of this play is more clearly shown by period~J--

(a) 
(b) 

English Nativity llays. 1909. 
Baron J oRothschild ~ Societ~ des Anciens Textss Fran~ais. 
It is perhaps significant that 1e ist~re du Vial Testa
msnt contains the arne scene. 
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1. Elements from Liturgical drama (aabaab); 

(a)-probably shepherds on the hill, 
b-clearly their wrestling bout, 
c-clearly the appearance of star, & 

comments on angel's song, 
d-Shepherds' adoration of Christ. 

2. Cycle-formation period (aaabaaab) in addition to (1); 

a-curing of sheep explanations, 
b-wrestling match expanded, 
c-shepherds' supper, 
d-giving of shepherds' gifts & boys scene 

(a duplicate in device of preceding.) 

3. Cycle done over (abababab); 

Parts of (1) and (2) retained untouched, 

a-healing of sheepe expanded, 
b-supper made a bigger feast, 
c-the going to the Stable, 
d-good resolutions of shepherds, probably 

based on some final speech in (ld) 

Irregularity in all stanza types of t his play is so frequent 

as to 'exceed the amount of text that is correct, the result 

no doubt of hard usage. The pageant oomes closest to Ms . 2150 

Banes but represents steps both before and after them. 

Tte Three Kings, like Play VI, has bits of French 

speech over which there has been much controversy. The rela-
". 

tions attributed to the Chester cycle and 'Le Mistere du~ Viel 

Testament' (a) are based chi,efly on the use of the French tongue 

in five places: 

a - Play VI Oration of Octavian 1,101. 
b - " VIII Speeches of 3 Kings 1,148 
c - n VIII n " 3 " I,152 
d - " XVI Oration n Pilate 1I,39 
e - n XIX n " " 11,84 

(a) Baron J.Rothschild. Societe des Anciens Tax as Francais. 
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but the whole problem is apart from this diecussion . hat of 

import has appeared in this pageant is an increase of Herod's 

and the 'Docter's parts . No actual addition in thot or action 

is made , but bombastic rant heightens the character impression

or did so no doubt in the idea of the revisor. Herod flies into 

a terrific rage in the presence of the three royal guests , but 

tames down sufficiently to disruiss t hem in search of the Babe. 

The Return of the Three Kings is incorrectly named, for during 

their presentation of gifts, their royal highnesses are warned 

by an angel to go back another way . There has been almost no 

tampering here, less than five stanzas are ~ so much as 

ruffled, Latin titles of dramatis personal perSist, and no sign 

of an Expositor interferes with continuity of action. 

The Slaughter of Innocents was another prime 

favorite, like the Shepherds Play for its wrestling bout, for 

its ' Herode' . The Herod role vies in atractiveness with that 

of any good Devil in the cycle, a tendency to magnify the part 

increased with practice, and some of the same bombastic charac

teristics were transferred to the soldiers of Herod, one once 

boasting extravagantly,-

"I slue ten t housand upon a day 
of Kempes in their best aray, 
there was not one escaped away, 

my swoard it was so keene ." 

Of these ranting speeches, usually in the second type of rhyme 

scheme, eight more quatrains are to be found in Ms . H. than s. 

W, while in both the same loud spirit has worked into the 

brawling, stave-wielding Mothers as well. After all t his 
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turbulence a short peaceful scene of Mary and Joseph's return 

out of Egypt brings the play to a quiet close . In this play 

nothing of account has been added, while numerous old scenes -

Herod ' s jealousy of Christ and his command to murder the 

children, the Fli ght to Egypt, the actual massacre, death of 

Herod, and Return out of Egypt, - have been assembled rather 

effectively. Dilation of the massacre theme must have occurred 

at the earliest period of the cycle, since when nothing but a 

few passages wl:.ich show the s aggering spirit of a less reli

gious age have crept in. ]xegularities of form verify the 

change in content quality. 

On the principle that fire is the best cleanser 

perhaps, the Blackesmyths were assigned the performance of 

Purification . At the first glance one might judge such a 

play to belong \tith the Nativity group, but such is not the 

case . Ratherlthink it falls in the category of pieces that 

sprang up after the Passion and Nativity cycles, dealing with 

the childhood and lifeworks of Christ . Then it belongs with 

the Doctors in the Temple, the Temptation, and Lazarus plays 

which were taken in their separateness to fill up gaps between 

the Christmas and Easter oontributions to the orld Drama. 

Before the great cycle came about , The Processus Prophetarum 

and Nativity plays had been played at Christmas , Passion and 

Resurrection at Easter season ~ncluding Holy eek, and Old 

Testament plays probably during Lent (not before the Nativity 

as one ould expect the Old Testament Plays to be), and the 
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separate piecss of clerical drama were performed at suitable 

occasions of the liturgical year . Hence the Purification 

belonged to the services of Candlemas day - February second 

being the anniversary of the original purification of ary the 

Virgin (a) . The play, as it now exists, is only t enty-six 

stanzas long . The story enumerates the banishment of ' Semiorie ' 

doubt of Christ ' s birth from a Virgin by the miracle of red and 

gold letters in the book, the scene of Mary and Joseph ' s de

cision to obey Moyses lawe ', their offeringe of the birds to 

Semion ', and Semion ' s worshipful address to Christ . With all 

the necessary setting and the very characters assembled , re

q~ired in the beginning of the Dispute of Christ and the Doctors 

Play, it seemed appropriate to start that scene at once as a 

sort of conclusion to this too short Purification . At any rate 

here it was placed by the hand of the Chester revisor some time 

no doubt within the fourteenth century (b) . ith the new scene 

borrowed directly from York or Towneley , comes a corresponding 

change in metric form which is sustained to the end . Suddenly, 

as the priests finish their blessings on the forty day ' s old 

baby hrist , Mary breaks ou't with "Our childe is gone upon his 

aie ." In tIe next speech ' Primuz Doccter' begins his examina

tion of christ . Af ter t elve sort speeches He has convinced hi. 

(a) Catholic Encyclopaedia; under "Candlemas . " 
(b) Hohlfeld, Die Altenglisch3n Kollektiv~isterien p . Z6J-4 . 

Davidson, Studies in E~glish Mystery Playe . p .167, says, n h (XI) is 
probably later than the oth ~ r plays - - and is lith much doubt 
borrowing from Coventy, - - b fore 15--." Hardin Craig, Two Coventy 
Corpva Chri ti P aya - T S In roduction" tl inks Pa ent of 0, and Ch 
are not related or inter-depend.1111h.o bo h Fossibly come from aWl'e North
umbrian source . 
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hearers of his nmiche11 prise, n and is found by His returning 

parents , who march him home . At the very close, a rime-cou~ e 

stanza appears , an -Ange11u.s ' speech which belongs at the end 

of the Purification scene , placed here no doubt because it was 

a ready-made conelusion and of such a general nature as not to 

be noticeably out of place in this position . 

As Diabolus tempts Deus , he starts out to be a 

fairly gentlemanly devil , and he persists in his purpose tho 

ith increasing dismay at every fresh failure, until quite 

vanquished he slinks off to Hell in the uttermost depths of 

self-pitying dejection . Faith in him as a devil in spite of 

this , is quite re l ored however , as he announces over an al-
k ready aeparting shoulder a new s~eme, a sort of Parthian shot . 

A doctor (Expositor in Ms . 2124) explains all the foregoi ng 

after the fashion of the one in Melchizedek and prophet scenes , 

and the play is closed by the Pharisees and Woman in Adultery 

scene (in twelve stanzaw) . Little elaboration of the story 

is there , and the doctor concludes the piece again, after 

giving a curious explanation of what was written in the Sand : 

"That ''7i ste Jesu well their thoughte , 
And all their wittes he sette at naughte; 
But bade hich synne hade not wroughte 
caste firste at her a stone , 
And wrote in claye , 1eeve you me , 
Ther 0 ine synnes that the mai t se , 
That eicrone fayne was to f~e , 
And the lefte her a100ne ." 

Lazarus is another long play of t 0 episodes , 

the Healing of Cecus (32 stanzas) and resurrection of Lazarus 

(24), evidently one unit from the beginning and known under 
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the one title. Both parts are equally old, and written in 

uniform meter thruout (except 5 stanzas at the beginning), 

based possibly on separate liturgical pieces similar to the 

Purification , or v~itten from the New Testament and Liturgical 

services at the time of Cycle origination. I incline toward 

the latter belief. The beginning in Chaucerian strophe is 

merely worked over, Jesus is made to brag in true Herodian 
hiS 

style tho following closely the text of ~ gospel model. 

Plays XIV to XIX are combined in the Passion group 
is 

tho the first of these possibly~ a later assimilation. It is 

a fairly consecutive representation of Christ's last period 

of ministry, its scenes are brief and strung together in a 

manner quite unlike the other Eng:ish cycles which in a ma

jority of cases have expanded each single episode into a 

separate play. Christ's Entry into Jerusalem comprises the 

scenes - Magdalene 's alabaster box, the procuring of Ass and 

foal for the journey, welcoming citizens and Jesus' lament, 

driving out the ' Marcator 's, and Judas' plot with cayphas and 

Pharisees to sell Christ for "thirtye pennyes ." All this 

material was familiarly known and doubtless was put into this 

form at the time of forma ti on of the Chester cycle. Christ 

Betrayed is the whQle day and evening of the Last Supper . 

Several little discrepancies have come into the te.t, doubtless 

when it was rendered into vernacular, such as Christie telling 

Judas specifically, "For suerlye thou arte he" who "shall doe 

this villanye"j and Petrus' naive remark to Malchus , 
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nThy eare shall of , by Godes grace , 
Or thou passe from this place . " 

Act follows threat , to which Malchus replies , 

nOut 1 alae l alae ! alas 1 
By cokes bones ! my eare he hase l 
Me is betyde a harde case, 
That ever I come here l 

' Tunc Jesus tetigerit auriculum et sanabit .' 

Malchus rejoices, 

"A ! well ys me ! well is me ! 
My eare is healed well , I see 1 
So mercifull a man is he , 
Knewe I never non . " 

Trials before Cayphas and Pilate, scourging, 

bearing of the cross , and as a final scene the three denials 

of Peter on the road to ' Montem Calvariae' occur in the 

"Passion" r.lay . Here and thruout the group, form is of the 

si plest, and almost no disturbances of rhyme suggest rehandling 

of t he theme . Like the follcH'Ting , verse and thot expression 

are as brief as to be almost inadequate for any dramatic effect : 

"And thou be Messye , 
And loth for to lye , 
Whoe smote thee? crye, 
Yf that thou be Christe . " 

Or again . -

"Nowe seith he kinge is , 
hyte is c.lothinge is 

Begger to thee I bringe this , 
Thee for to weare . 
All ye lythinge this is , 

That of oulde spronge is , 
Of thornes this thinge is , 
Thee for to weare . 
Now thou haste a weed, 
Have heare a reede , 
A cepter I thee bide , 
A kinge for to be . " 
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And likewise in the Crucifixion: 

Prmuz Judeus, "Now will I begyn 
For to caste, or I b1yn, 
This coote for to wyn, 
That is bouth good and fyne." 

Quartus Judeus (later scene); 

"Drawee, for your father kyn, 
hy1e that I dryve in 

This same iron pynne, 
That I dare laye will laste .« 

The Crucifixion is a uniform piece in meter and rhyme. Curiously 

the same type of rhyme variation (a aaaaaaaa) that occurred in 

the Salutation and Nativity is found in six places here also, 

tut nowhere else apparently in the cycle. The remainder of 

the play has only six imperfect stanzas in each of which only 

a line rhyme or two is disturbed, none of then~ indicative of 

forei~~ material or inner revision. No later addition or re-

arrangement of material at all has been made in the group before 

the final scene (ei ght stanzas in length) of Harrowing of Hell . 

Ad~, ' Esayus ,' Simion Justus, John the Baptist, Seth, David and 

all the wee:ping, waiting souls in Hell perceive a "lucem agnane;" 

Satan and his demons prepare to withstand the vo"er 0_ v~ris t; 

tte latter a~~ears and releases the ao~18; Enocke and lHe1y 

Prophette' announce they must abide "Tell Antechriste come;" -

a.nd then a purely popular invention - Satan and the 'ulier in 

Hell - closes the performance . It must have been made snort1y 

after the rest of the play, hict is a very old thing, was put 

into its present form, a possibility whic faulty rhyme scheme 
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bears out. Of the eight stanzas , two have mi smated fourth and 

eight lines and in a tilird , half of tile strophe is missing, the 

speech of ' Sathanas '. The rest of the play is regular in form . 

Por tions of the Resurrection , in theaLternate line 

rhyme scheme , the first appearance of Christ particularly , are 

said (a) to be borrowed from Townaley. Undoubtedly Chester ha~ 

a Resurrection of its own wi th which the f .oreign fragments were 

mixed. The episodes of Pilate with Cayphas, the troubled 

amazement ~f the soldiers, and the Three Marya , predominate -

the last embodies the wellknown Quem Queritis trope and a lament 

of the women , from whom the Virgin Mother is strangely absent . 

This pageant is probably the oldest of the cycle and has been 

little developed since its advent, having reached its maximum 

of growth in the Liturgical Period (b) . Irregularities of the 

Resurrection show that whatever of the Towneley model was assimi

lated into this play was done so in the course of the first re

actory period , the second step of cyclical growth . That these 

irregularities are so scattering in appearance and so brief in 

each instance - except Jesus ' Song (four complete regular abababab 

strophes) - make it clear that two models (an ear_ier Chester ~n~a 

foreign one) were followed and more or les8 combined to bring 

about the playas we now have it . 

(8) Hohlfeld : "Die Kollektivmisterien." See note in Chapter 
praceding . 

(b) Karl Young . "Origin of the Easter Play" lod . Language . 
As Publ. v . 39 • 
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The Sadlers Playe of the Pilgrims and in a similar 

fashion the Ascension , tho old, both are later accretions to 

the Passion group . Both as plays no doubt took shape at the 

date of cycle composition, and came from clerical service frag-

ments . The second especially is bristling with so-called 

' Liturgical t?gs ', singing of psalms and antiphons, etcetera . 
~ 

Form is consistently regular thruoAt . Emission of the Holy 

Ghost idea must have developed along with the Whitsunday cele

bration , having come from a rudimentary clerical play of the 

eleventh and twelfth centuries (a) when Liturgical Drama was 

flourishing . At the great Chestrian composition the present 

form was evolved from the earlier piece, and doub~less supple-

mented by new Testament bits . It contains one homogeneous 

episode rather tediously pnrtrayed, and with little action . 

Our Lady of the Assumption has been referred to 

in a chapter above . 

Ezechiel is a kind of mongrel pageant made up 

seemingly out of an ancient Liturgical play and an exposition 

of Revelc.tioIlS by the expositors in most didactic manner . Mr . 

Kretzmann (b) says, "The subj'ect of the Antichrist is one 

which had received a great deal of attention in the Churoh 

since the earliest times . - - Antichrist was an Advent play,"-

and its general contents are : "Antichrist deceiving the people , 

(a) Charlbers l " ed . Stage) II I Chap . l and 2. 
(b) p . E. Kretzmann , The Liturgical Element in the Earliest 

forrd£ of the ediaeval Drama} lith special reference to the English 
and German Play s . p • 82-34. Doct or ' s The sis 1915 . 
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Enock and Elias sent to preach the truth, their slaughter by 

Anti-Christ, the command to the angel Michael to kill Anti

christ," and the killing and end" in inferno." - - "The Chester 

Antichrist is far more conservative than the Luzerne. The 

prophecies of Ezechiel, the Psalm, Daniel, and Sophonia are 

given in Latin before thar content is rendered into nglish. 

The power of Antichrist, the coming of Enoch and Elias, their 

slaughter by Antichrist, who is in turn put to death by Mich 

ael and taken to hell~ - all these parts are included in the 

play." In the first of the tyfO Chester Antichrist pageants, 

Ezechiel , Daniel, Zacharias foretell Enocke and Hely, and the 

final day of Judgement, and John Evangelist with an ExpoSitor's 
",e(are<ta 

aid the "XV wonders " of his dream. This seems to embody also 
1\ 

characters from a Prophetae Play. In the second, Antichrist 

establishes his claim to Christhood by miracles of resurrection, 

even making the dead to speak, dying and reviving himself to 

prove his point. Enocke and Helye, who had announced in the 

Harrowing of Hell this coming task of theirs, assail Antichris

tus, prove his power is from the master of Hell by testing the 

"Mortui" with wine and bread, and are cut down by him. The 

powers that be - personified in " ichell Arckeangell" - step 

in, dispell the false one's power and consign him to eternal 

torment. Then Antichrist old lituri~ical stuff,here in the , 
Chester collection has been broken up into two separate tho 

contiguous plays. Just before 1ichell leads t.e two long 

suffering heroes (Enocke and,HelY) off to their everlasting 

reward, a short Demon dialogue is inserted (in later strophic 

form) in which the servants of Satan express their spite against 
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the corpse of Antichrist which they are bearing away . 

Doomsday makes a satisfactory end for the series. 

The good rejoice in the salvation of Christ, the evil ones 

lament t~eir ills, while Jesus and 'Primus Demon ' count out 

the souls each "shall leade." The final scene is a clever 

contrivance of the Chestrian -writer of the cycle, whereby he 

permits the authorities for so much of his material -

Mathew, Mark , Luke and John- to speak for themselves. 

In conclusion of this entire review a summary may 

be made of the points herein observed. Classification of the 

plays on the basis of prosody reveals them to be a uniform 

composition of one author at an extremely early date, a fact 

confirmed by content charaoteristics so that the traditional 

statement of origin in the mayoralty of John Arneway 1268-77, 

it may be stated with a fair degree of certainty is correct. 

Then the Chester cycle took shape about 1270, and was possibly 

the earliest of English Mystery collections to arise. It is 

the one which thru the longest period of existence has yet sur

vived in a state comparatively less corrupt than that of any of 

the other three. For author it had a monk of St . erburghs' 

Abbey without question, altho what his name was may not be stated 

so surely. Provided the statement in Rogers ' Ms . of 1590 can 

be verified, it is very probable tne Henry Frances it refers to 

as monk of st . Werburgh 's between 1268-73, wrote the plays . The 

classification above also shows two types of metric irregularity 
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which, substantiated by content examination, proclaim for 

the cycle two periods of change, two revisions - an early one 

in very old double quatrain rhyme sometime before 1400, and' one 

in Chaucerian stanza probably about 1500. In the first of 

these )two plays were inserted into the collection, in the 

latter nothing was added, but stuff already in the plays was 

put into new shape . One pageant, so far as may be known, is 

lost from the cycle to the early exi stence of whi ch Ms . 2l50 

Banes bear witness. In form, general spirit and style the plays 

t hemselves ~re still nearer to t hese than to th~ newer Banes , 

the latter in one respect alone standing in closer connection 

with them, namely the later provision for more recent material 

appearing in the plays . There has been little actual growth 

of t he whole , and t he process of its development comprises the 

three precise periods already considered both from external 

and internal points of view. stripping the pageants of scenes 

declared in the discussion to be later acquiSitions, the pro

bable first form of the cycle must have contained some such 

list of plays as this, -

( 
) 
( 

( 
Original r chester 
Christmas ) 

( 
Plays ) 

Creation - (Newly made at time of cycle origin) 
Noah ' s Flood (" "). 
Abraham's Sacrifice - (Old Liturgical play) . 

(Melchi zade~k scene newly made) . 

Balaam & Prophets - (Liturg. ) 
Salutation & NativitY-(Liturg. ) 

(Octavian & Sibyl - newly written) 
Shepherds - (Liturg. ) 
Three Kings -(" ) 
Offering of Kinss (Liturg. ) 
Slaughter of Babes (Liturg. ) 

Added later (Purification - (Old Material) (1inus Temple Play ) 
(Borrowed from York.) 
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Temptation (very shortly after writing, the Adulteress 
added, newly made . ) 

Lazarus (old ,but younger than most of the Liturg. etuff.) 

Entry into Jerusalem 
christ Betrayed 
Passion 
Crucifi xi on 

Harrowing of Hell 
Resurrection 
Pilgrims of Emans 
Ascension 
Emission of Holy Ghost 

Lady of the Assumption 

I 
1 
( 

Old Chri stmas 
play 

Ezechiel 
Antichrist 

Liturg. Passion group -

Li turgical 

(old Liturg. stuff . ) 

(Li turg. ) 
(newly written) 

Doomsday ( newly written at time of cycle) 

I 
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C. THE PROBLEM CONNEC'rED IrH 'rHE ABR.AHAl'_' S SACRIFICE ?LAY . 

he relationship between the Chestrian Abraham and Isaac 

pageant and the Brome version of the s me play has been discussed 

by two or three writers . Mr . 1aterhouse,(a) the latest investi

gator, has given a detailed account of the manuscript, its 

editions, and the opinions prior to his work touching upon the 

problem in hand. The very striking similarity between"the Brot e 

play and a part of the Chester play upon the same theme, leaves 

no questio:r;l., n he says, "as to the indebtedness of one play in 

some form to the other: the question is, how was the influence 

exercised? In the first place, it is to be noted that the simi-

larity refers to a part of the play only . Up to that point 

where Isaac declares his readiness to go with his father, there 

exists no striking likeness Whatever between the two versions, 

and the same applies to the concluding portions; but t he main 

scene is very Similar in both versions, a resemblance not only 

of general construction and plan, but also of details of ex-

pression and words in rhyme - position ." r. "aterhouse 

agrees with both Ungemach and llohlfeld in that the Cnester com

piler made use of a version of the Brome play in his revision 

at the making of the cycle (b) at the turning of the fourteenth 

and fifteenth centuries, but differs from them in another con-

sideration . Ungemach (0) thot Ten Brink's (d) oonclusion, 

(a) Osborn \ a terhouse, l;on-Cycle rystery lays 1909. 
lntrod. XLI ~ I,~ I l,LIV. 

(b) Ibid . p . LIII . 
(c) H. Ungemach,Die Quallen der ~unf Er ten hester 21ays .Pp.127-8 . 

(d) Ten Brink, History of Lnglish Literature . 
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in short that the last part of Chester IV came from the East

Anglian souroe (Brame MsJ , should be restrioted . He himself 

imputes a double relationship in the assumption that both 

Brome and Chester went baok to a oommon renoh souroe - thus 

having inherited the same things, and that in a later period 

of development , the Chester completed its presentation from 

that of the East-Anglian piece . Vfuether or not the Ches-

ter oycle is built on French models is beside the point here, 

but for the matter of the ~brah ~ play at l east this author 

has 'begged the question . ' stodY of the Abraham play in Le 

Viel Testament (a) reveals to me no similarity whatever be

tween it and either the Chester or Brome version beyond what 

results from the fact of using the same story for both . The 

French (Le M~st~re contains two versions , one part of the oy

ole , the other a separate play) is muoh more expanded, con-

tains more ohar~oters and soenes, and has elaborated the Bib-

lical story to a great extent, Wh ile the other two are simple 

and much nearer Genesis . Then for the saorifioe play at least . 

the Chester wa s not neoes~arily derived from a French source 

even in earlier versions not the Brame either in the light of 

what shall be said shortly . 

Having come to the conclusion of so much earlier an origin 

for the Chester cycle than has generally been granted it, it 

must be allowed that the p lays are older than the Brome Iv s. is 

(a) Rothsc hild, Le ' istere de Viel Tes t ament . 
Anciens extes Franoais . 

, 1: 

So oiete des 
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known to be . The latter is in a muoh later metrio form as 

we have it now, hut the earliest oopy of it is not thought 
(a) 

to be older than the fourteenth oentury . Again, the cycle -

thO made up of separate dramatio pieoes and groups - must 

have developed before a separate play on suoh a subjeot as 

Abraham and Isaao would have been likely to appear . uuoh 

a play of theologioal charaoter, oould develop only in an 

age when this oharaoteristio had significance, and could oome 

logioally only from a liturgioal souroe . herefore it is 

scarcely, possible tr.st a separate playas a ~ could have 

could have sprung up at an early time . 'he Brome :Ms. on the 

one be.nd, which as we have it, is late , is prohebly from an 

earlier copy, as 'Mr . ~ terhouse concludes, (b) and must have 

bad a souroe from which tbis type of 91ay could logically be 

taken, namely a oycle . On the other hand the Lbraham and 

Isa.e c 'Play in Chester is in the oldest (and uniformly so meter , 

rhyme ,.. shheme , and religious seriousness of tone of the cycle . 

The probability that a play like the Brome was taken from 

Chester, since it wes a cycle 1 is much stronger than the one 

that presl11Jposes the fetcl-ing in at a la.ter time of a single 

separate play from abroad, partioularly one on a subjeot vlhich 

(a) r en Brink, E' istory of English Literature 
U gemach, D. • der F . E. Ch . Pes. p . 128, does not 
state s.ecifioally but mentions : or the Br . ~s . e ir e 
source , - probably early l4tb cent . 

(b) on-C~cle .ystery lays, Introd. P . 1 . 
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most emphatioally must h ve been demanded tn the very first 

s Sembling of plays of this religious nature into a group . 

Che~ter, s not much of a borrower anyho • but preferred to 

build up however slowly its own works. for example its cycle . 

2hon th t this newer solut1on of the Question is the oorrect 

one. namely that the Brome play is taken from Cle ter IV(not 

C e tor from rome) 1 shall endeavor to establish . 

In the first place, it is mo t likely th t the play (of 

these two Br. and Ch) pre~erviDg at a late time the story of 

the Bible in er.sential points, nd the e in such metrio orID 

as shows no disturbanoe or late insertion of Biblioal ver¢i

ficatjon, is an older piece than one the op osite (or less 

distinct than this) in these re c ets . e form of Chester IV 

has been discussed in a chaoter above wh re it was hoVtn to be 

one of the most regular 0 the cyole (considoring its length) 

and uniform thruout. TIle )lay - including it three scenes 

of the elchizedek episode - ha only eig t out of ixty- three 

im erfect stanzas,of hich t ° are corrected by wor order in 

s. our have four lines each missing (or never resent. 

ince in each c se it is the end of a speech) u,plied in one 

instance by s. H, one stro he lacking vor~e found in s . 

and one in the la t ~xpo itor's speech rhyQing ( ~ aab ooa) also 

ended by rd order in s . H to ( abcccd) . The meter and 

rhyme scheme of Brome are ho ele sly corrupt . 
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has said, (a) strophic forms most oonur.on he:l:'9 are (abab) 

Quatr ains and (abaab) stanzas but amongst all the tangled 

forms these oo~ur several times scatteringly but distinot 
,o.&a c7cadc)J(o.bClba..), (a. ba..b be), (aa.a.b)cz.nc( 

(ababcdo), (ababbd) , (abbbc) ,(ababababcdde) . I take it as 
/\ 

significant that in nine different and scattered stanzas 

the old strophic form of Chester survives, corresponding, 

it is also to be noticed with stanzas of the same content 

and even having the sam words in rh;yme pos i t:i on as thos e 

in Chester IV . Content will be discussed in the following 

paragraphs . Then the Brome s . is a mal tree.ted tl.dng men-

gled beyond the possibility of recognizing except in these 

instances its first metric form . 

The story is fairly well preserved, especially in the 

portion identical with that of Chester IV in spite of the 

many emendations of its form . It has been said that the 

first and last portions of Brome differ from Chester. In 

comparison of both play beginnings Vlith Genesis the true 

hence older copy may be distinguished . r oen . 22, l-~ 
~ .And it came to pass after these tLings, th t God did tenpt 

Abraham, and BHid unto him, Abraham: and he said, Behold, 

here I am . 2. And he said, Take noW thy son, thine only 

son Isaac, 10m thou lovest, and get tl.lee into the land of 

ioriah; and offer him there for a burnt offering upon one 

of the mountains v,hich I will tell thee of. 

(a) o~-C~cle 1ystery ~ lays. Introd. XLI • 
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r he ~acrifice play starts with the tVlenty-neven th stenza in 

Chester IV (Eistori es of Lot and Abraham) • 

Go d : Abraham, my E e rvante, Abraham . 

Abraham: Loe, Lorde, alreadye heare I am . 

God. Take, Isaake, thy sonne by name, 
rh.t thou love s t e the beste of all, 
And in sacrifice (offer) him to me 
Uppon that hyll their besides thee . 
Abraham, I will that it be soe, 
For aughte that maye befalle. 

Abraham promises God he will do all this, and turning bids 

Isaac "make ready .s nd this Vioode doe on thy backe it bring, It 

he himself taking a sword and fire . 

Brome starts with a lengthy prayer of Abraham, after which 

he takes Isaac home to rest. God counsels with an Angel, 

declares his intention of testing Abraham and sends the angel 

with the message of the sacrifice, telling him to show the way 

to the hill . Abraham.1 <3 second prayer is an "in the mean-

time n (a late device~ and just as he asks God what he should 

sacrifice the angel descends ~ith the word to sacrifice Isaac 

in the Land of Vision . Abraham welcomes the angel, heartily 

agrees to the command tho his IT con eons ys stronly steryd :1 

whereupon the Angel suggests that he be not dismaYed, and he 

goes to fetch Isaac, who is in the midst of his Ilpreyres to 

the Trenyte" . rrhen just after he has urged him to make 

ready for a sacrifice, the parallelism with chester begins . 
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Genesis XXII, 3. And Abraham rose up early in the morning, 
of his 

and saddled his ass, and took two/young men with him, and 

and Isaac his son, and clave the wood for the burnt offering, 

and rose up, and went unto the place of which God had told 

him. 

(Both Brome and Chester omit the ass, the two young men and 

the journey to the foot of the mounta.in) . 

Genesis, 6. And Abraham took the wood of the burnt offerjng, 

and laid it upon Isaac his son; and he took the fire in his 

hand, and a knife; and they went both of them together. 

CHESTER. 

Iaaake . 
Father, I am all resdye i 
To doe your byddinge moste mekelye, 
And to be&re this woode full beane 
As you commanded me. am I, 

BROME. 

\Ysa::. c 
)1 am full redy. my f ader, loo~ 

-(Yevyn at yowr handes I stand rygth here, 
And wat-s6-euer ye byd me doo, 
It schall be don with glad cher, 
Full wyll and fyne. 

Abraha.m. 
o Iss ake, my darlinge deare, 'Abraham. 
}.iy blessings nowe I geve thee heare A ~ Ysaac, my owyn son soo dere, 
Take up this fa[ gote with goo! )-- Godes blYl:lsyng I gyffe the, and myn . 
And one thy backe it bringe,C eare, 
And fier with us 1 will take. Hold thys fagot vp on thi ba ~e, 

And her my selffe fyer schall bryng. 
Isaake. 
Your byddynge I will not forsak j ; Usaac • 
ether, I will never slake ~-- Fader, all thys her wyll I packe; 

To fulfill your byddinge . I am full fayn to do your bedyng. 

(Heare they goe bouth to the 
place to doe sacriffice.) 

Abraham . 
owe , Isaake sonne,goe we our waie 

~o yender mounte, yf that we maye.1 

Isaake . 
~y deare father, I will as aye 
To followe you full fayne . 

Abral)am. 
A ~ Lord of Heuyn, my handes I wryng , 
~hys chyldes wordes all to-wond my harte, 

Now, Ysaac, on goo we owr wey 
Cn-to yon mownte,with all owr mayn . 

(Abraham, beinge my-(~Hied to sleye 
his sonne I aaake, leiftes up his 
handee, and saith fowlowinge:) 
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Abraham. 
Ho! my harte '\ ill breake in three, ") 
To hesre thy wordes 1 have pittye; 
As thou wylte, Lorde, so muste yt be 
To thee I wilbe bayne. 
Laye downe thy faggote, my owne 

sonne deare . 

Yseao. 
Gowe, my dere f ader, as fast a s I may 
'io follow you I am full fayn, 
Allthow I be slendyr. 

\ Abraham. 
\ A! Lord, my hart brekyth on tweyn, 

\ Thys chyldes wordes, they be so tender. 

A! Ysaao, son, anon ley yt down, 
No lenger upon thi backe yt hold; 
For I must make redy bon 
To honowr my Lord God as I sohuld. 

Genesis, 7. And Isaao spake unto Abrah .m his father, and said, My father: 

and he said, Hear am I, my son. And he said, Behold the fire and 

the wood; but where is the lamb for a burnt off ering? 

Isaake. 
Al readye, father,loe yt heare, 
But whye make you suoke heav~~ ?, 
Are you Q ve t h inge alreade? eare. 
FatLer, f yt be your will, 
Wher is the beaste what w sha]] 

--- kill~ 
/ Abraham . 

--

Ysaao. 
Loo, my dere fader, Vier yt ys! 
To oher yow all-wey I draw me nere; 
But, fader, I mervell sore of thys, 

y that ye make thys heuy ohere; 

And also, fader, euer-more dred I: 

Therof, sonne, is non upon this hill, 
That I see here in steade. 

.er ys .:sOTlT aweke best that ye schuld 
Both fyer and wood we haue redy, kyll? 
But queke best haue we non on thys hyll . 

(Isaake,fearinge leste his ffather 
would8 slaye hym, saith: ) 

Isaake . 
Father, I am full sore afreade 

, To see you beare that drawne sorde , 
I hope for 11 myddell yarde 
You Wi l l not slaye your childe. 

(Abraham comfortes his sonne, 
and saieth:) 

A q\vyke best, I wot wyll, must be ded , 
Yowr spcryfyoe for to make . 

~
Abraham. 
Dred the 

l Or Lord , 

nowgth, my chyld, I the red, 
wyll send me on-to th s sted 

GeneSiS,S - And Abraham said, 

ft ...J.' 
~, 

y son, God will provide himself a lamb 

for a burnt offering: so they, went both of them together . 

Abraham . }) uinn maner a best for to take, 
Dreed e thee not, my ohilde, I reade ;(1") Throw his swet sond . 
Our Lorde ~ill sende of his godheade ~ 
Some manner of beEste into this Ysaac. 
Either tame or wilde. f eilde, Ya, fader, but my hart begynnyth to quake, 

Isaake . 
Father , tell me or I goe 
Ilhei ther I shalbe ha rmede or 

To se that scharpe sword in yov~ hondo 

( , 'ly bere ye yowr sword drawyn soo? 
noe) , Off yowre countenaunce I haue mych wonder. 

I '. 

'-S9':'-
, '.~{. 'f... s JiJI... ~ c .J+-f3 -vu.7I a.qv l1.e}\1 p(lt;e, 
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Iso.ake. 
Is t Godee ill sb 1be 10. e? 

rab m. 
Ye , sonne, it )6 not for to 1e e; 

o his bydd1nge I wi1 e ayne, 
d ever to bym p1e singe . 

I But t t doe tbi d~lful1 d ede, 
Lorde ill not quite ~e jn m n de. 

r"'ea.l e. 
rye , f ther, God forb dde, 

But ou doe your offeringe~ 
~ t er, at W 0 your onnes you 

h t ~o u mo t e 10·e 
Be ouste 0 t of your 

our oro e aie Bone 
ut yeet you mu te do 
tb r,te11 m moth r 

h m yng hi b nd 

I . 
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Abraham. 
rhy meekness,childe,makes me affraye; 
My saonge maye be a wayle-a-waie. 

Isaake. 
o dere father, doe awaye,do awaye 
Your makeings so moche mone~ 
~ov.'e , trewlye, father, thjs talkings 
Doth but make longe taryeinge. 
I praye you,come and make endinge, 
And let me hense be gone. 

tH~_lsaake riset h ~o 
his f~the _ e tcketh hyrn and bind-
eth and laiet... iym {)R- the Iter 

-to -

M.y hart begynnys stronly to rysse, 
To see the blood off thy blyssyd body. 

Ysaac • 
...I'ader, syn yt may be noo other wysse, 
Let yt _asse ouer as wyll as I. 

But,fader,or 1 goo onto my deth, 
I prey yow blys e me with yowr hand. 

Abraham. 
Now , Ysasc,with all my breth, 
l'l:y blyssyng J. geve the upon thys lond, 
And Godes also ther-to, i-wys. 
Ysafc,Ysaac,sone,up thow stond, 
Thy fayer swete mowthe that I may kys. 

Yasac. 
NOVi , for wyll, my owne fader so fyn, 
And grete wyll my moder in erthe. 
But I prey yow, fader, to hyde my eyne, 
Th~t I so not the stroke of yowr schar~e 
hr t my fleysse schall defyle. ':ord_ 

Abraham. 
Sone , thy wordes make me to weep full 

sore; 
Now , my dere son Ysa c,speke no more . 

Ysa~c. 
A~ my owyne dere J.ader, :ere-fore? 
,e schall speke to-gedyr her but a wyll 

And sythyn that I must nedysse be ded, 
Yyt, my dere fader,to JOw I prey, 
wmythe but feve st okes at my hed, 
And rake an end as sone as ye may, 
But tery not to longe. 

Abral ... am. 
Thy meke wordes,child,make me afray; 

0, elawey! may be my songe; 

Excepe alonl Godes wyll. 
A~ lsase,my owyn s ete chyld~ 
Yyt ky se me a-~en pon thy hyll~ 
In all thys waT(l)d y non ~oo myld. 

Ysac.c. 
No~ , truly, fader, all thys erying 
Yt doth my ha·t but harme; 
J. prey yow, fader, mak~ an enddyng. 
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Genesis, 9. And they came to the place which God had told him of; and 

Abraham built an altar there, and laid the wood in order, 

ana bound Isaac his son, and laid him on the altar upon the 

wood. 

(Here Isaake riseth and cometh to 
his father , and he tp.keth hym and bynd
eth hym and laieth hym upon the altar to 
sacrifice hym , and seith:) 

Abraham. Abraham. 
Come up, swet son,on-to my arme. Come heither,my childe,thou artes~Q9te 

Thou muste be bounde both hande rnnt ' 
00 e. I must bynd thy hands too 

Isaake. 
Father,we muste no more mete, 
Be oughte that I maie see; 
But doe with me then as you will, 
I muste obaye,and that is skille, 
Godes comrnanndmente to fulfill, 
Fvr nedes soe must yt be . 

All-thow thaw be neuer so myld. 

A~ mercy, fader~ wy schuld ye do soo? 

Abraham. 
hat thow schuldst not let (me) my chyld 

Upon the porpose that you have sette 
:E1or south, father, I will not let you, 
But ever more to you bowe, 

you 
Ysaac. 

lliile that ever I meie. 
Father, grete well my brethren yonge 
Ane praye my mother of her blessinge, 
I come noe more under her v.ynge, 
Fare ~ell for ever and aye; 
But , father, I crye you mercye, 
For all that ever I have trespassed to 
~orgeven , father ,th&t it maye be thee, 
ntell domesdaie. 

Abranam . 
fy de re sonne, let be thy mones ! 

My childe,thou greves me ever onee, 
Blessed by thou bodye and bones, ','" 
And I forgeve thee heare! 1.,1') 
Nowe, my deare sonne,here shalt t~o ~~J 
Unto my worke now muste 1 hie; y, 
I hade as leeve my selfe to die, 
As tho~ , my deure darlinge. 

P~~~f; if you be to me kinde, 
Aboute my head a c rchaffe bynde, 
And let me lightlie out of your mynde, 
And sone that I were speede . 

(Here Abraham doth kis"'e his sonne 
Isaake,and bynde a carchaffe aboute 
his heade.) 

Nay,i-w~sse,fader,I v,yll not let yow; 
Do on for me yowre wyll, 
And on the purpos tlat ye haue set yow 
For Godes love kepe yt for the stylI . 

I am full sory thY2 day to dey, 
But yyt ~ kepe not my God to greve; 
Do on yowre lyst for me hardly, 

y fayer sViere fader,I geffe yow levee 

But,f~der,I prey yow ou~emore, 
lell ye my moder no dell; 
Yffe sche wost yt, sche wold viege !J:tl,J 
]'0r i-wysse, fader, sche lovyt me fRflli 
Goddes blyssyng mot sche haue~ J 

Now for -wyll,my mouer so swete, 
fe too be leke no more to mete . 

Abraham 
A ~ Ysaac,Ysar c~ son,thou makyst me t~ 
And with thy vordes thow distemp§f~~ 
Ysaao . me 
I-wysse,swete fader,~ am sory to grs~e 
I cry yow mercy of that I haue dong, , 
And of all tresoasse that euer t qed 
Now, dere fader:forgYIfe me tnW V!dYOW 
Cod of Heuyn be i th me : nlt e one, 
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Abraham. I

]lare well,my sweete sonne of graoe~ ( 
I 

(Here let Isaake kneele downe 
and speake). 

saake. 
I praye you , father,torne downefm~ 
A littill,while you have spaoe, a e 
For I am full sore adreade. 

Abraham. 
To doe this deed I am sorye. 

Isaake. 
Yea, Lorde,to thee I oall and orye, 
Of my soul thou have meroye, 
Hartelye I thee preie~ 

Abraham. 
Lorde,I woulde fayne worke thy will, 
This yonge innocente that lietht~~l 
ull loth were me hyro to kille~ 

By anye maner a waye. 

lsaake. 
ly deare fether,l thee praye, 
Let me take my clothes awaie, 
or sheedinge blude on them to daye 

At my laste endinge. 

:Abraham. 

Abraha.m . 
Harte, yf thou wouldeste borst~ in 
"hou shalte never master me; tnree, 
I will no longer let for thee, 
y god, I maye not greeve. 

Isaake. 
!mercye,father,why tarye you soe ? 
myte of my head and let me goe. 

I praye ryde me of my woe, 
lor nowe, I ta.ke my leve. 

Abraham. 
Ah,sonne~my harte will breake ~~r 
To heare thee s peake such worde~ t8' 
Jeeu on me! thou have pi ttye me; 
hat I have moste in mynde. 

bra.ham. 
A! dere chyld,lefe of thy monys; 
In all thy lyffe thow grevyd me neur 
Now blyssyd be thow,body and bonys, 
That euer thow were bred and born~ 
Thow hast be to me,ohyld, full good! 
But i!wysse,child,thow I morne neuer 
Yyt must I nedes here at the last 

onys, 
Q 

k 
c. 

~~stJ 
In thys place sched all thy blood. 

Therfor, my dere son,here sohe.ll hou 1 j:!, 
Onto w rke I must me stede, 

I hadias leve myselffe to de~ 
Yff God wyll(be~ pleoyd wyth my dede; 

d myn owyn body fo r to offer. 

Ysaac. 
A!meroy, fader,morne ye no more, 
Yowr wepyng maketh my hart sore, 
As my owyn deth that I schall suffer . 

Yowre kerche,fader,abowt my eyn ye wynd! 

Abraham. 
So I schall,my swettest chyld in erthe. 

Ysaao. 
Now yyt,good fader,haue thys in mynd, 
And smyth me not oftyn with yowr scharp 
But hastely that yt be sped. sword, 

(Here Abr aham leyd a cloth on Ysaaces 
face,thus seyying :) 

Abraham. 
Now, fore wyll,my ohyld,so full of grace . 

Ysaao. 
A! fader, fader, torne downgv'ard my face, 
~or of yowre scharp sword I am euer a drea 

braham. 
o don thys dede I am full sory, 

But ,Lord, Thyn hest I wyll not withstand. 

Yssaa. 
A! fader of Heuyn ,to he I orye, 
Lord,reseyve me into thy hand . 
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Isaake. 
Howe. father,I see that f shall dye: 
Almightie god in magistie~ 
1y soule I offer unto thee; 

Lorde, to yt be kinde. 

Abraham. 
Loo~now ys the tyme oum oerteyn, 
rhat my sword in hys neoke sohall bite. 
A~Lord.my hart reysyth The ageyn, 
I may not fyndyth in my harte to smygth; 

My hart wyll not now thertoo, .g.. 
fyt fayn I woold warke my 10rdes wyll;Q 
But thys yowng innosent lygth so styll,~ 
I may not fyndygth in my hart hym to kyll~ 
o tFader of Heuyn ~wha t schall I do? {,-

Ysaac. 
Atmercy. fader, wy tery ye so? 
And let me ley thus longe on this heth? 
Now I wold to God the stroke were doo. 

Fader.I prey you hartely,sohorte me of my 
And let me not loke after my degth. woo. 

Abraham . 
Now, hart,wy wolddyst not thow breke 
Yyt schall thou not make me to my 
I wyll no lenger let for the, God 
For that my God aerevyd we ld be, 

on 
thre? 

onmy1d 

Now hoold tha stroke.my owyn dere chyld. 

Genesis, 10. And Abraham stretohed forth his hand, and took the knife 

to slay his son. 

(Here let Abraham take and bynde his 
sonne Isaake upon the alter;let hym 
make a signe as though he would cut 
of his head with his sorde;then let 
the ange11 oome and take the sworde 
by the end and staie it,sainge:) 

Genesis. 11. }~d the angel of the Lord called unto him out of heaven, 

and said, Abraham, Abraham: and he said, Here am I. 

Angellus. 
Abraham,my servante dere. 

braham . 
Loe, Lorde, I am all readye here~ 

Genesis, 12. Ana he said, Lay not thine hand upon the lad, neither do 

thou anythin~ unto him: for now I know that thou fearest 

God,seeing thou hast not withheld thy son, thine only son 

from me. 
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Angellus . 
Laye not thy sworde in noe manere 
On Isaake,thy deare darling; 
And do to hym no anoye . 
For thou dredes God,TIell wote I, 
l;1hat of thy sonne has no meroye, 

o fulfill his byddinge . 

Genesis, 13, 15, 16. And Abraham lifted up his eyes, and lQoked,and 

behold beriind: him a ram oaught in a thicket by his horne: 

and Abraham went and took the ram,and offered him up for a 

burnt offering in the stead of his son . 

15. And the angel of the Lord called unto Abraham out 

of heaven the seoond time . 

16 . And said , By myself have' I 6worn,saith the Lord, 

for beeause thou hast done this thing, and hast not withheld 

thy eon, thine only eon. 

ecundus Angellus . 
~ 10r hys byddinge thou doee aye, 

And spareste nether for feare nor fraye , 
o doe thy sonne to death to daie, 

leake, to thee full deare: 
I herfore, God hathe sente by me, in faye! 
A lambe,that is bouth good and gaye, 

o have hym righte here . 
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hus both beginning and ending \,hich have been ,ritten to 

round out the part taken from Chester, are not close to the Bi

ble oontext of Abraham's sacrifice, and are of suoh a nature 

that any late poet with an imagination und an idea of the story 

in mind oould have written them. On the other hand the start 

and olose of the Chester episode are as nearly Biblical as the 

portion of the sacrifioe itself . fhe latter then is imbedded 

in its natural environment and the Chester is unquestionably the 

older version . Parts of Brome and Chester, the main scene of 

the play, are beyond a doubt the same piece only that the Brame 

has passed thru later change since its departure from Chester. 

Not only are the same items reoited, but infinitely small de

tails are repeated in both texts. Curiously most of the inci

dents and details which are alike in both are those not found

ed in Genesis, but little individual touches - Isaac begging 

his father not to tell his mother "no thyng" , to "bynde hiS eyes 

with a Kerchiefe", to turn down his face, to smite off his head 

in one blow, and Abrah m' s exclamations such as, "my song shall 

be .ell-aV1aye~' 11 these facts reinforced by a logical, simple, 

and most natural probability - that the play ould come from a 

cycle, not that a cycle (made of liturgical material hich be

yond question must have had n braha! 's sacrifioe Ion before 

the oycle-formation) after its establi~hment re ched out and 

ss~ilated a play of this kind ,- po int to t e Chester cyole 
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as souroe for the Brome braham and Isaao Play. rot only does 

the rea)Jearanoe of identioal details of the s me oontmt and 

oorrect following of the Genesis model of Chest~r 1m Brome lead 

us to believe the latter ( hi ch is late in f rID < d i the nsling 

of beginning and end portions) coxr.es from the Chester cycle. that 

being a natural derivation for a separate play of the Brome type, 

but eddjt:onal proof be re out suoh a beljef . ...he f cts7 t at 

where the bits of the corresponding sections of these two ve.sion 

do not fit, the:r seeming irregularity is aluey~ accountea for by 

one of the thr e thingn - rearrangem nt of me~ter. eXigenoies of 

meter or rhyme, and e·pansion ( ithout ddition of thot) in ex

pres<ion; and th t nine frag ents ( in t,o ca es amounting praoti

oally to the full strophe form) of the old Che ter rhyme survive 

1n scattered tho diQtinot remains fuich in four nstanoe in rome, 

have e act counterpart in the oycle ver ion. are both to be v'e ed 

as absolute evidence thst the acrifioe oene in Brome oame directly 

from the heoter Cycle. 

s A.,.T:{Y. 

Of our studies t en in the hiQtor nd construotion of the 

Chest r r tery Cyole the follo iI1g fin 1 conolu jone ey e dr m. 

1. iter sifting all avail ble i ortant m teri 1 relatin to 

the ub'eot of the author .. hip and date of 00 position of the 

C c1e, it becomes clear that possibility, protabllity and the 

quality of tangible traditions preserved to us trongl faY r 

the origin of the Chester ser:les in John Jrne\\"a , ' s rna or 1 t~t 
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1268-77 • i1tle old liturgical characteristics of style and sub-

ject t reatment together with the use of an exceecingly old 

metric form , demands a time of origin for the cycle, for 17hich 

a date even before Arneway's ~ayora.lty is none too early. Then 

i t may be stated with as much surety as is possible (in an age 

so far beyond the time disoussed) that the tradition is correct,

the pl~ys were made into English probably chiefly from Latin 

1i turgice,l plays about 1270 . Their author was a monk of St . 

ierburgh's , very possibly Henry Jirances, sinoe tradition assigns 

the 170rk to him, if the Ms . of 1590 by ~chdeacon Rogers may be 

verified . Randle Higden (1299 -1362) , to whom the authorship 

has most often been given, may have written the :Ms . 2150 Bane 

and also such scemes of the cycle as Octavien and the Sibyl, 

in the ole. CI!ester measure, probably about 1328, altho he lived 

too late to have had a hend in the 0~igina1 making of the who1 

group . 

2 . The review of the pageants themselves verifies the facts 

known of origin end also gives us a 1mow1ed.ge of the process 

of cyole construction . he early Banes in 'orris's book, 

hi tIl erto unrelated to tle cycle, reveal themsel vea to be the 

version representing the collection in its earliest Etage of 

growth . By comparison of the~e with other lists and the more 

recent Banes e conclude that growth of the cyole was slow and 

divided into three steps or stages of deve10pment,-

a . 

b . 

Tlle origin and sl igh t expan::: ion up to and in
cluding the early Banes. 

~he first revisjon t in old quatrain measure)some 
time before or near 1400, in I,hiob peri od two plays 
Vlere added , the Banes l)TObably maae over . as well 
as touches here and there in bout half of the 
pageants . - 99 -



c. he ~econd reVJSJon wlen onl portions of the nter
mediate form of Banes and part of two pl ys Y,ere sim
ply dono over into Chaucerian meter, also hen the 
.s um~tion play na~ probably dropped. 

_he pI ys a~ciened to Orafts in the beginning .ere 111 y re

tained by them and having boen rather appropriatel a igned, 

they onme to be sam les of e oh com any's cr ftwork. ~r-

ditional titles also remained even fter internal change or 

gro th of the plays. rom this study of the play lso the 

urobable original cycle (it m y be olearly seen) consisted of 

the greater part of -hat still is comprised in the collection 

as it remains, ~arring out the Luoifer end emple plays, the 

elchizedek, Oct vian and Sibyl, and sever 1 in ignific nt 

scenes, and the 1 ter less reli ious and r ting spirit ich 

W s infused durjng redactory eriod into nwnerou • 

3. One articular problem, ne. e1 the relationship of th 

~acri loe ortion of Che ter I .:. th the 00 rre onding c ne 

of the _rorr.e er ion of nd I e, t 

sented, in the fore oing discu ion in ne t 8S 

to all inve tigator of this problem ob iousl rel ted in t e 

t 0 ver jons ha een I think erroneou 1 interpreted hit erto. 

o comp reti ve ges of th t 0 ver ions of th:s pI ,th 

of identioal unique dete" s n both, d tl rob bi11t t t 

sep r te pI y of th" theolo 1e 1 oh r cter nd 0 oe 

ould corne from an establi h d oycle, t. t 

.hieh unquestionably must ve ncorpor ""ed at t fir t b -

ginnin L turgioal dr atie lin ith th cr "f"ce 

of Isaac - should ss':mile.te fr atro d efte it 0 de e op-
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ment a separ~te play on a subject of this kind, all 1hese 

lloint to what I believe to be the true st"'te of the case 

that Brame came out of the ilistories of Lot and Abr ham in 

the Chester Cycle. The fact that the Chester acrifice 

scene i s imbedded in matter as nearly Biblical as itself, 

matter that naturally precedes and follows th is inoident as 

related in Genesis. whereas the beginning and end of the 

Brome play are as certcinly the later handiwork of some 

poet with an idea of the story and an imaginati on vlhich add -
~~ . 

ed interest to the play; and in addition t~e strong internal 
" evidence of Brome . that survives in support of my opinion . iB in 

bit ~ - Iil' of old Chester strophio form. Nine differm t in-

stnnces none of less than a half stanza in length and two 

prauticallJ complete) of the old cyclical (aaabaa b) measure 

occur • These are scatterod thru the play and all but two 

come within the scene corresponding to that in Chester . 1n

~smuch as four of the nine cases have identical counterparts 

in corresponding ~ositjons in C ester and these even with the 

some words in rhyme-position. there seems to me no escape from 

the absolute certainty that the Brorr.e ?lay of braham and 

Isa' c at en early date was copied out of the Chester Cyole . 
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